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_\ .ME R IC.A N' .JOI~T DT S T R I BUTf O N COMM ITTl~ E 

OFFICE FOR MOROCCO 

No . 3561 

80. Bo DE MARSEILLE 

CASABLANCA 

Mr. Herbert Friedman 
c/o King David Hotel 
Jerusalem, 
Israel. 

Dear Mr. Friedman, 

TELEPHONE : 247-17 

C ABLES 8t TELEGRAMS 

JOINTFUND - C ASA!ILAN CA 

October 20, 1953. 

Please find encl osed copy of our r epor t 
concerning your visit to Morocco, early this month. 

I hope your t r i .P ttras successf'ul. I was 
sorry to miss you on your departure (as I told you, I hate 
saying goodby anyhow.) 

Please convey m:r best 1'1.shes to Helen. 

Cordially yours. 

Encl. 1 

EF/HB 



.\","1 EH.ICA~ JOI ~T nrSTJt 1l\UTJOX CO)')) ITTl!:E 

eo. So DE MARSEI LLE 

CASABLANCA 

OF F ICE FOR MOROCCO T ELEPHONE, 247 -17 

110. 3529 
CABLES III TELEGAAMS 

JOINTFUND· CASABLANCA 

Ootober 20, 1953. 

'1'0 : iJDC PABIS, ruhUe P~la.tions te;lt . , Attn .. fir . Hlchard Cohen. 

!'roll ,J.TDC CASABLANCA. 

rte Vlsi t of t r. &. Mrs. "riedcan, Milwaukee. 

~r. &. ~n;. TI.e.rbert ""'risC.::ml arrived faff!'11 in Caub1anca on Satur
day, Oct . ~O, 1953 At 4 .. . .. Our car was waiting rar them in the li1' 
Port ana. brought th8.11 to the Hotel. de Joa.lllea. In the morning at 
the saa8 dClT we took. Ir. Frlec.aan to the 8peD.8&l"Y or the Jaternelle 
(OSE) where he met 1'1' . Aio~berg, de~t.y----<Ureetor of the OSE. Dr .Moaberg 
explained. tc him the funct.1on1ng of the Disi-'ensaty. Fro. thsre they 
went oyer to the lfIellah, to se. the Ita .. Tra.ehoaa Center, )lr . Frledman 
hs.d a chance to see pu-t cr the Welle:.h, the n .. Je1deh Habitat, part 
or the 01. Ara.b1c tom (the Medina) the 11ft ee,\tl_ent ot llD-Chok 
a.nC. some of tho !:orcccen sl.Ultg~ ~hantr-to?'!1s (b1~_onv1ll8) ete . In 
the a.rt.ernoon ~r . IIein ic.vi ted them to teo!. 2J!d. h&d a. long te.llr: with 
Ill'. !'r1ed::lan concerning our op6ra. tion. 

eund.&y, Oct . 11. !!"e ~ok ~r. J'rieaman. to tt.e Ozar Hatorah, the 
Lut.viteher tel!.hiva, the outsicie of the talmud TonLh ~chool, the Ea 
ha.l::r&n1.m school, the new Beth Riyka o~ the Lubarltcher and the Soup 
IC1tchen Suraqui 1n t.}.8 ~cllah, 't:'here we a-rr1ved in time 1'or the mel
dar aeal. Our Sr . f ieM .oner, )lr. Renri Laufer, T.a.8 Just scheduled 
!".Jr Er. f 'ialC tri? t o 1D:&.rr-a..\tech in the lU"ternoon, eo Mr. and 18re . 
fri edz:la.n joiLec. him. In the very ::Ule evening they bPd a chance to 
see a little of the pictut"8SO,Ie sio.e of Marrakech, 1.e. the Place 
Dje.maa- el- 1Da, with all its noiST croms, pert of the /Wuks and other 
typical ar&bie places. 

Bonda,.., Oct. 12. 1Ir. Laufer took the opportun1 V ot introducing 
I I'. and. lII rs. Frledwan to Mr. David. Mimran, head of the .Tewish Coomu
nit,r in lIarre.kech, and Mr .. Elkaill, 5. very active member ot the lide 
Scol.aire and the OSE. Both gentlemen very kintUy' inn ted. them to th.t 
houses and they had e c~ce of t~'k1ng OTer seTeral jewish proble=s 
-with thea . On t hat 8a...~e day Yr. Laufer sbc-wed them the outf1t of the 
dispensary and the )la &£ Tr.e.choma T'reataent instal1ations, the Alliance 
scbools, the kindergartene,je Jewish cemetery, and of course gaTe 
thu the background of all our activities in Marrakech and ita region. 
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In the att.emooD. they went to the lellah, BP' th • .Tewish artisans .. tcrrk 
and the nft J'ariah Habitat. 

lue.,-, Oct. 1.3 . II r. &: .ra. FriedMn arriTed 1D C .. sablJmea 
in the aonrl.ng . 1It1" . Bein and lIIY.elf took tho to the Old' school., 
&ccompan1£d b7 Mr. Pollak, head or the ea1d schools. OuT gu.ata 
".T8 Tery INch lntensted in 1s visit. In t.he aft.moon, as th81' 
were ra.ther tired by Ule streaoolle trips, they took it .. .,. and .r. 
1'riea:man u~ed his reat to write doTU. some DDtes. In the late a.f't.er
noon ~e ~t out once more vith Mr . Bein. 

'j'edaeedq, 1.4. In the CIOrning w. went to a •• the Berai tap 
kindergarten .for: pre-'i' .B. chlldl'e!l, run by the OSiJ _. saw 1.b.e 70ch 
ld.ndergart·en, the Finzi school and the leola Noraal. Hebra1que 
(Habra,.- Tp.achera .chool) in the Oasla . it noon w. h6d lunch with 
"r~. Bena.tar. .!fter lunch we went to the nnly created. Loan-C .... 
(CItE), then we C&Ile back to the office iIn.d )l:r . Kle1nbe.u. took theJI 
to t.he J.liyah C&<JiIp of the route Cie tlazagan. Yr . neln'bau int.1'Oduced 
th_ to il'r. R&.kl.a.1, I.ead o! the Jeilieh A,tenc),", who in his turn 
expla.1ned to thee the funcUonlng of th~ I Braeil l..m.&ration. 

Thurcday J l~~ r.&r1.7 i:: the ,;;.~rrn13i ~e .ent to Rabat where 
llr. and Mrs. J'rtedun aet Yr •• aurice Botbql, IospectoT or thP 
Jewish InstltuUons of )lorocco, end r. Ja.cque. Dahan, genera1 HCre

tary of the Council ot the Je1f'1sb COllllDUniUes. They had. a vel'1 
e.rtens1v. tal.It with both gctJ..eaen about Je.w1sh ... ttera and JirwiJh 
proble::ls. .a ria! ted the tow ot ltabat, both the ola aDd t.be .odera 
Qiatricte, then Calle back to Casablanca flOQ IIr, and .TS, 1'r1edman 
ruahed to t!te air port .:Cere they took thi! plane for '.1"1&. 

ce . AJDC, Ne'I'I York. 
Itr. 1"r1edm/Ul) J91'USf.lem. V 
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PREFACE 

In the last two decades or so Americans have learned their geography 
the hard way. We have learned it by studying the little arrows on military 
maps in the newspapers indicating the changing fortunes of the armies of 
democracy throughout the world, and by hearing reports of endless crises in 
parts of the world of which we had previously been blissfully unaware. 

French Morocco commanded the close attention of this generation of 
Americans only in 1942, when American soldiers landed on the shores of 
that country preparatory to driving Hitler's Nazi forces off the continent. 
During the last year or two French Morocco has again made news here as a 
result of a political dispute over the degree of Moroccan independence of 
France. In fact, the whole Islamic and Arab world from Morocco to Iran has 
now become an area of special concern to all Americans and especially to 
American Jews. With the decimation of Jewish communities in Eastern 
Europe, those in North Africa and Southwest Asia have assumed greater 
importance to us. In addition, of course, the young republic of Israel is 
building a Western-oriented nation in the heart of this tradition-bound 
civilization. 

The American Jewish Committee, which was founded in 1906, accord
ing to its charter, to "prevent the infraction of the civil and religious rights 
of Jews in any part of the world" and "to secure for Jews equality of eco
nomic, social and educational opportunity," has an obvious interest in the 
status and welfare of the more than 200,000 Jews who live among the 
8,000,000 Moslems in French Morocco. As M. Chouraqui so ably points out 
in this comprehensive study, the Jews of Morocco are in effect second class 
subjects of the Sultan. 

The Jews of Morocco, Sephardic in their religious ritual and in the 
pronunciation of Hebrew, are an ancient community in that country. There 
were some Jews there even before the Arab and Moslem invasions in the 
seventh century A.D., and many fled there from Spain in the fifteenth century. 
These two Jewish traditions, the native Moroccan and the "Castilian" or 
Spanish, still persist although they have been by this time considerably fused. 

Among the Jews of Morocco today, as M. Chouraqui shows in detail, 
there is a strong Western orientation and a growing desire to discard those 
remnants of medievalism and backwardness which still mar their lives. In 
this development the influence of the Alliance Israelite Universelle has been 
great. The Alliance has had · a long and glorious history of aid to the Jews 
of North Africa and Southwest Asia. 



As we American Jews now become interested in the fate of our brethren 
in Morocco, we find that there is a vast and delicate task to be accomplished. 
M. Chouraqui makes quite clear in the following chapters just what are the 
disabilities of the Jews in French Morocco and what are their needs. He 
offers two groups of suggestions. One, concerning Moroccan problems in 
general, calls for a citizenship code, effective guarantee of civil liberties, 
creation of legal codes and an independent and effective judiciary. His sec
ond group of recommendations, which concerns the Jews more directly, calls 
for greater employment opportunities, the independence of the Jewish com
munities, improvement of the Rabbinical courts, certain profound reforms 
of Jewish personal status and the emancipation of women. 

M. Chouraqui is especially qualified to write on the subject of Jewish 
status in a Moslem country. Born in Algeria only thirty-five years ago, he 
holds the degree of Doctor of Laws from the University of Paris, and has been 
a member of the bar of Oran and a magistrate in Algiers (both in Algeria). 
He is more than a legal scholar, however, for his interests and his works touch 
philosophy as well. He has translated from Arabic into French the famous 
book of Jewish ethics, Introduction to the Duties of the Heart, by Bayha Ibn 
Paquda, the Jewish philosopher who lived in Spain in the eleventh century. 
M. Chouraqui has recently published a new translation of The Song of Songs. 
He is also the author of The Birth of the State of Israel and has just pub
lished a study of the status of the Jews in all of North Africa. 

M. Chouraqui's accomplishments go beyond scholarship. During the 
occupation of France by the Nazis he was a leader of the Resistance in the 
Maquis in Central France. He is Assistant Secretary General of the Alliance 
Israelite Universelle, and Secretary General of the Society of Jewish Studies 
and of the Council for Jewish Education and Culture in France. 

The American Jewish Committee publishes in English this abridgement 
of M. Chouraqui's French study as a comprehensive review of the status of 
Jews in French Morocco. We are firm in our conviction that it will direct the 
interest of Americans, Jews and non-Jews alike, toward the need for advanc
ing the human rights of a large and depressed minority in a part of the world 
that is quickly growing in importance for the West. 

In presenting this study the American Jewish Committee does not nec
essarily subscribe to all the views or opinions of its author. However, we 
hope that it will contribute greatly to the understanding of the Moroccan 
situation and of the need for further advancement of the legal status and the 
economic welfare of Moroccan Jewry. 

Jacob Blaustein 
President, A",;erican Jewish Committee 
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I. INTRODUCTION: THE JEWS OF FRENCH MOROCCO 

Discovery of a Community 

American Jews have reacted to the annihilation of six million of their 
co·religionists in Europe in much the same way as the surviving members 
react to a family catastrophe: they feel a greater kinship with those lucky 
enough to have lived through the ordeal. American Jews have thus "discov
ered" the Jews who have lived for centuries under Islamic rule in North 
Africa and Southwest Asia. Here, among fifty million Moslems, dwell almost 
850,000 Jews. And the largest single Jewish community in this vast area, 
which stretches from the Atlantic Ocean, along the southern Mediterranean 
shore and across Asia Minor to the Caspian Sea, is that in Morocco, where 
there are more than 200,000 Jews. 

Crushing poverty, the lack of the most basic human rights and sub
human living conditions were the fate of most of Moroccan Jewry for cen
turies. Even today, after forty years of improvement under the French, the 
Jews do not enjoy the privileges and advantages, for example, enjoyed by 
300,000 Europeans. Nor do they have the rights, the security and the feeling 
of belonging enjoyed by some eight million Moslems-Berbers and Arahs
who are the subjects of the Sultan. The Jews, about 2.5 per cent of the total 
population, are at the bottom of the political, social and economic ladder. 
They, too, are subjects of the Sultan, but for them this status is a liahility, not 
an asset. There is a small Jewish elite which is completely emancipated and 
lives under excellent conditions, but these people are the exceptional few. 

Today, however, there are the beginnings of a new ferment in Jewish 
life in Morocco. Always, there has been a deep attachment to traditional 
Judaism, an attachment which still governs the Moroccan Jews' daily way of 
life. But, recently, there has also been the strengthening of ties with Israel 
and with other Jewish communities. There has been the cumulative effect of 
almost a century of educational and other aid by the Alliance Israelite Uni
verselle of France. There have been the changes wrought by Jewish organi
zations like the American Joint Distribution Committee, the Organization for 
Rehabilitation and Training (ORT) and the World Union for the Protection 
of the Health of Jews (OSE), which have been administering aid in health, 
vocational training and relief during recent years. 

The basic situation of Moroccan Jewry and the changes going on there 
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now cannot be easily described. Morocco is a land where social, political, 
cultural and religious elements are all tightly bound up in a seamless web 
because of the theocratic nature of the Moroccan state; and all these elements 
are mutually interacting. Thus, in Morocco, to wash a Jewish child's body 
and give him clean clothing is virtually to invest him with a new social status. 
To give a man the rudiments of an education is to give him the possibility of 
a powerful economic lever. This is an area where Jewish progress depends 
upon the interplay of such factors as rising Arab nationalism and French 
government policies, and upon adjusting to an environment in which institu
tions of Biblical times persist alongside a raucous, unripe brand of mod
ermsm. 

Despite these obstacles, however, and despite conditions of housing, sani
tation and health which, for the most part, are immeasurably worse than the 
most abject misery to be found in Europe or America, this much is clear: 
there are more than the beginnings of a regeneration among the masses of 
Jews, who for centuries have been isolated from the rest of the world. In 
particular, there is a growing movement among the Jewish youth of Morocco 
to integrate themselves into modern Jewish and European culture. Given the 
coordinated, far-sighted and large-hearted support of Jewish communities 
elsewhere, Moroccan Jewry can be transfonned into one of the great reser
voirs for Jewish life, both in their native land and in Israel. 

The Jewish Community 

The Jews of Morocco are of diverse origins. The oldest group were the 
ancient Berber tribes converted to Judaism at the end of the Roman era and 
during Byzantine rule, that is, from the third to the sixth centuries A.D. 
Another group were refugees from Palestine after the Temple of Jerusalem 
was destroyed in the first century A.D. These earlier inhabitants, Berbers 
and Palestinians, settled in the small towns of central and southern Morocco, 
in the oases and mountain villages. The most recent emigrants to Morocco 
came from Spain in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. They settled mainly 
in the large cities in northern Morocco. Their descendants in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries established important businesses and maintained 
commercial relations with traders in all parts of the world. 

It is estimated that of the present Jewish population of Morocco about 
45 per cent are of Arab-Berber origin, 13 per cent Hebrew-Aramaic, 17 per 
cent Latin (Spanish, Portuguese, Italian) and 4 per cent Gennan. Over 
the centuries these immigrants have intennixed with the indigenous Moroccan 
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Jews, a union made complete by the educational and cultural work of the 
Alliance Israelite Universelle. 

Most of the Jews live in Mellahs, the ghettos of Morocco. About 75 per 
cent of them live in urban areas, and about a third, or 80,000, live in Casa
blanca, Morocco's most important city. While they comprise only 2.5 per 
cent of the total population of the country, the Jews constitute 9 per cent of 
all urban dwellers and 11 per cent of all Moroccans living in large cities. 

The Jewish Mellahs, as the accompanying table shows, have the greatest 
population density of all areas in Morocco. In Sefrou, for example, the 
citywide population per square kilometer (an area about two-fifths the size 
of a square mile) is 5,865; in the Moslem neighborhoods there are 112,439 
persons per square kilometer, but in the Jewish Mellahs the rate of occupancy 
is 415,815 persons per square kilometer. This population density is far 
greater than that of the most densely populated areas in the United States or 
other Western countries; besides, densely-populated areas in the West have 
far superior facilities for the accommodation of large numbers of people in 
relatively small areas. 

Number of Inhabitants Per Square Kilometer 

Name of City 

Se£rou 
Casablanca 
Marrakech 
Fez 
Rabat 
Mogador 
Sale 
Meknes 

Citywide 

5,865 
5,993 
5,811 

13,955 
4,139 

31,451 
1,928 

16,509 

Moslem Areas 

112,439 
92,336 

unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 

Jewish Mellahs 

415,815 
215,095 
128,475 
110,318 

94,432 
62,222 
52,440 
41,330 

In Casablanca 50,000 Jews live in the European neighborhoods, but the 
city's remaining 30,000 Jews are crowded into a small area of crumbling 
houses bordering on narrow passageways where light and air rarely pene
trate. The interiors of the houses are usually so dark that anyone entering 
from the light of day is unable to see anything for the first few minutes. 
Only the very best of them-one in twenty-show signs of order. Large 
families are the rule, and the six or seven bunks of various sizes, depending 
on the age of the children, may be arranged as a border to the four walls, 
with the overflow as centerpieces. Even these 5 per cent or so of the dwellings 
which may be described as "clean" cannot escape the pervasive stench of 
excrement, garbage and other nameless filth. Typically, the interiors are a 
disorderly melange of verminous rags that serve as beds, indistinguishable 
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mounds of dirt, a common uncovered pot of food and a slop-pail half filled 
with a cloudy liquid with constitutes the water for cooking, drinking and, 
theoretically, washing. Since water is obtainable only from wells controlled 
by Arabs who demand payment for every can, it is much too precious to be 
wasted on mere cleanliness. 

This habitat teems with life. Ragged, barefooted, filthy children wander 
about or simply sit and watch the world go by. At least half of them suffer 
from favus (parech), a scalp infection characterized by running sores, or 
show the scarred remnants of past attacks. The ugly eruptions of tuber
culosis of the skin are frequently seen, and trachoma in various stages from 
runny eyes to near or complete blindness is everywhere. Very few inhabitants 
escape pulmonary or some other form of tuberculosis during their lifetime. 

What is true of the Casablanca Mellah is likewise true of the Mellahs of 
the other cities. It should be added, however, that some inhabitants of the 
Mellah have managed by energy and ingenuity to raise themselves to higher 
economic levels and some of them even managed to get out of the Mellah and 
to live in the European quarters of the cities. 

Numbers and Occupations 

At present about a third of all Moroccan Jews are gainfully employed. 
In view of the high proportion of Jews under fifteen years of age, 338 per 
1000, it is apparent that there is considerable child and female labor among 
Moroccan Jews. About one-fourth of the Moslems are gainfully employed. 
Since 1936, the proportion of the gainfully employed persons among the Jews 
has been increasing at a much faster rate than that among the Moslems. 

Before France became the protecting power in 1912, the role of the Jews 
in economic life was conditioned by their political subjection. Because of 
the danger to their lives and property, they followed callings which required 
no fixed locale and which permitted the accumulation of wealth in its most 
mobile form, money. They became money-changers, traders or artisans, 
entered the liberal professions as well and were attracted to fields, such as 
import and export trade, which the Moslems neglected. By their activities 
the Jews put Morocco in touch with the whole world. 

Today, although the Jews are no longer subject to the economic restric
tions of the pre-French period, their occupational patterns reflect the centuries 
of restriction. Thus, their exclusion from land ownership and public service, 
as well as their urban character, are still strikingly apparent. In 1947, 47 
per cent of the Moroccan Jews were in commerce, 36 per cent in industry, 4 
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per cent in the liberal professions and public service, 10 per cent in domestic 
service and only 4 per cent in fisheries, forestry and agriculture. On the 
other hand, though they make up only 2.5 per cent of the total Moroccan 
population, Jews comprise 17 per cent of the people in commerce, 7 per cent 
of those in industry, 8 per cent in the liberal professions and public service 
and 5 per cent in domestic service. 

Most of the Jewish artisans are jewelers, leather craftsmen, textile and 
fur workers and rope-makers. They, and many of the Jews included under 
commerce or industry, really constitute the Jewish proletariat of Morocco. 
Almost half of the Jews counted in these two latter categories are employees, 
and most of the self-employed Jews own little more than their skill and a 
small stock of goods. In public service the Jews fill only minor positions as 
office boys, copyists and clerks. 

The Jews Under Islamic Law 

The status of the Jews of Morocco is defined by Islamic law as developed 
from the seventh to the eleventh century of modern times. Islamic law, which 
still prevails in Morocco to a greater extent than in other Arab-Moslem lands, 
has determined not only the legal status of Jews and other non-Moslems but 
also their dress, abode and, at times, even their beliefs. 

Mohammed, the Messenger of Allah and the prophet who brought mono
theistic Islam to the Arabs more than thirteen hundred years ago, at first 
was friendly to the Jews; he considered them especially promising and 
valuable for conversion. Disappointed by his failure to convert them, Mo
hammed later showed an ambivalent attitude toward them. While borrowing 
heavily from Judaism (and from Christianity as well) and praising the Jews 
as "people of the Book," Mohammed also accused them of base crimes and 
egotism, and attacked them as defamers, desecrators and falsifiers of the 
Scriptures. Some of these attacks were included in the Koran, the Moslems' 
Holy Book, which gave them the force of law and had juridical consequences 
harmful to the Jews. 

The Koran distinguishes between believers in Islam and infidels. Jews 
and Christians, however, as "people of the Book" and receivers of some form 
of divine revelation, were placed between these two groups. During Arab
Moslem conquests in Asia, Africa and Europe, the "people of the Book" 
escaped the awful fate of other non-Moslems who, if they refused conversion, 
were either exterminated or enslaved. Jews and Christians were tolerated 
under Islamic rule and were permitted to practice their own religions with 
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certain restrictions. Their status was defined as that of "dhimmi," a person 
protected by covenant. 

"Dhimmi" status, codified in the eleventh century, conferred rights and 
imposed restrictions upon Jews and Christians. There were six essential 
duties and six others less binding. 

The duties which were binding upon the protected non-Moslems, or 
"dhimmis," forbade them to: 1) use the Koran with contempt or to falsify its 
text; 2) speak of Mohammed in false or derogatory terms; 3) speak of Islam 
irreverently; 4) touch a Moslem woman even in marriage (which was itsel£ 
forbidden between Moslems and dhimmis); 5) try to divert a Moslem from 
Islam and to threaten his life or possessions; 6) aid an enemy of Islam and 
shelter spies. 

Transgression of a single one of these rules meant the withdrawal of 
protection and made capital punishment possible. Even today a Jew is held 
to desecrate the Koran by touching it, nor may he say the name of Allah or 
Mohammed or enter an area peopled by fanatic believers. 

The six minor rules, transgression of which subjected one to fines and 
other penalties but did not mean loss of protected status, required dhimmis 
to: 1) wear distinctive clothing with a circular symbol on the shoulder, yellow 
for Jews and blue for Christians; 2) refrain from building structures taller 
than those of Moslems-a synagogue, for example, could not be built higher 
than the minarets of the mosques; 3) refrain from sounding their bells and 
trumpets in Moslem towns and reading aloud their books and prayers; 4) 
refrain from drinking wine in public, and Christians must not display the 
crucifix or raise their pigs in public; 5) bury their dead in silence, without 
loud cries; 6) refrain from using horses of noble or other breed-they 
might use only mules and donkeys. 

While some of the features of this code have fallen into disuse with the 
passing of the centuries, it is still official doctrine and in part still governs the 
conduct of Jews and Christians in Moslem lands. 

The real property of Jews, subject to several strict limitations, consti
tuted a "waqf," that is, property belonging to the entire Moslem community. 
Jews, too, had to pay a double tax: a poll (or head) tax and a land tax. They 
were further taxed for the upkeep of the Moslem armies and had to pay a 
tribute of "friendship" as well. All of these special taxes were removed if 
the dhimmi became a Moslem. Jews could not carry arms or testify in court 
and suffered certain disabilities in private law. 

Special legislation provided separate courts for Jews and Christians, 
but all cases involving a Moslem went to the Moslem courts. In their own 
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courts, however, the Jews were permitted to apply and develop the legal 
precepts of Judaism insofar as these did not conflict with Islamic law. 

Such was the status and condition of the Jews under the law of Islam. 
This body of law was applied with varying degrees of rigidity; wherever 
fair and peaceful relations existed between Jews and Moslems, it was always 
by the grace of the latter rather than because of the rights of the former. 
This legal system has been largely superseded by Western codes in much of 
the Islamic world, but in some areas, notably Morocco, it still applies with 
considerable strength, while everywhere in the Islamic world its vestiges 
remain to keep the Jew in an inferior position and to prevent the country's 
advancement. 

The Jews Under the French Protectorate 

France opened Morocco to Western influence in 1912 without altering 
the foundation and structure of the Sultan's theocratic power. Actually, the 
Sultan's supremacy did not reach to all parts of the country, and the French 
helped him consolidate his reign and, in the process, brought Morocco peace 
from its intern"ibal warfare. Under the protectorate, the Sultan maintains 
his sovereignty in principle. In fact, while he is an absolute monarch in the 
religious domain, he shares his executive, legislative and judicial powers 
with the French. Laws, for example, are signed by the Sultan but are imple
mented by the Resident General, the highest French official in Morocco. 

Since the establishment of the protectorate, a growing number of Moroc
cans, and especially the Jews, have turned toward the West. When the French 
entered Morocco, moreover, they found among the Jews many persons already 
oriented in that direction and specifically toward French culture, because of 
the efforts of the Alliance Israelite Universelle, an organization of French 
Jewry which has brought the French language and civilization to Moroccan 
Jews since 1862. 

Under the protectorate of France, Moroccan Jews have constantly im
proved their position. As we shall see later in more detail, they previously 
enjoyed some legal protection of life and freedom of religion and property, 
but only by grace of the Sultan. For the most part they were kept in a grossly 
inferior status and often were boycotted and persecuted. The French elimi
nated the worst features of this status. They guaranteed to Jews the right 
to live where and as they please, the freedom of dress and movement, the 
right to own land outside the Mellah, exemption from special taxes imposed 
upon ceItain non-Moslems and protection from general persecution. 
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Today the condition of the Jews mirrors the profound social conflicts in 
contemporary Morocco. Although they have intermingled with the Arabs and 
Berbers for many centuries, and despite a certain superficial resemblance 
many of them bear to the Moslems in language and customs, the Jews have 
remained a distinctive group in Morocco. Now, because their traditions and 
aspirations make them peculiarly sensitive to the great Western currents 
there, they are more willing to separate themselves from the ancient order. 

The French administration has improved the welfare and status of 
Moroccan Jews but, excessively cautious where Moslem institutions are 
affected, it has taken no official notice of one essential element: the fact 
that Jews are in an inferior position to Moslem subjects of the Sultan. As 
non-believers or "infidels" in an Islamic state, the Jews suffer from special 
disabilities of a legal and customary nature. They may not hold positions of 
authority in government. They are subject to discrimination in justice. A Jew 
accused of defaming the religion of Islam, for example, can never prove his 
innocence. The oath of his Moslem accuser is accepted in Sherifian (Islamic) 
courts, but the oath of the defending Jew has no legal standing. Not wanting 
to provoke the Moslems by disturbing their theocratic, authoritarian political 
system, however, the French have recognized no distinctions among the Sul
tan's subjects and have not modified the fundamental features of this dis
criminatory Sherifian public law. 

Nor, except for permanent emigration, is there at present any way for 
the Jew to escape the inequities inherent in this situation. Along with other 
subjects of the Sultan, the Jew cannot renounce his Moroccan status and 
acquire other citizenship while in Morocco. And all Moroccans, of whatever 
religion, if they acquire 'new citizenship after living in another country, 
become subjects of the Sultan again if they return to Morocco. 

For the Jew especially, then, life in Morocco is uncertain and psycho
logically disturbed. More Westernized and better educated, on the average, 
than his Moslem neighbor, he still finds himself considered and treated as 
his neighbor's inferior. He may at times be treated fairly, but this is always 
a Moslem boon to the Jew rather than the right of the Jew. Such a situation 
obviously cannot exist too long without generating considerable social pres
sure. The status of the Jew in Morocco, therefore, represents a challenge to 
the government of France to introduce long-needed changes. And the Sultan, 
by cooperating with efforts to bring equality of condition to all Moroccans, 
Moslem believers or not, could implement his frequent claims that he favors 
progressive reforms in his country. 
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2. THE JEWISH COMMUNITY AND ITS INSTITUTIONS 

The dual influence of Islamic and French culture, which, as we shall see, 
colors so much of Moroccan Jewish life, is especially revealed in the structure 
of the Jewish community. The organized Jewish communities of Morocco 
have a history which goes back to the period before the Christian era, but we 
have little information about them until the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries. 
The arrival of the Spanish Jews, who were expelled from the Iberian penin
sula in 1492, fixed community organization so firmly that its features per
sisted even under the French Protectorate. 

The Sultans and their followers feared no religious contamination by 
these new arrivals from Spain, whose religion and customs were so different. 
The Moslems lived circumscribed lives, with little contact with the outside, 
and the Jews, on their part, showed no desire to influence the people near 
whom they settled. The Sultans did, however, see in the Jews ideal taxpayers; 
though they were not wealthy, they could be easily pressured. For this reason 
the Sultans did not limit the number of Jews who entered Morocco in flight 
from Western intolerance. The Sultans, instead, assigned them special 
quarters at the entrance to Arab towns, and the Jews could not leave these 
designated areas except to go to work. Thus was born the Mellah, the ghetto 
in which the Jews have lived for centuries in misery, sustained by a religion 
whose force created bonds strong enough to withstand the blows of poverty 
and contact with other faiths. 

History and Organization 

In the Mellah the Jews were permitted to organize themselves relatively 
free from Moroccan supervision; they could practice their own religion and 
administer justice according to their own principles. The Sultan's authority 
was represented by an official called the "cayid of the Jews," who was 
charged with the collection of taxes. Cut off from the world, unable to buy 
land, living in closely. confined misery, the Jews of the Mellah became a 
separate enclave, a state within the Moroccan state. The poor were the 
charges of the rich, who supported the community's financial structure and 
used their influence with Moroccan authorities. The rich were at once the 
governors of the Mellah and the ambassadors to the Sultan. 

Mellah administration was rather primitive and makeshift. Each com
munity was run by the Council of Notables (the elders of the town designated 
by the community), who met whenever a special problem arose. The Council 
in turn appointed the head of the community, a rabbi. From among the 
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leading residents a treasurer was selected, usually a man with a reputation 
for morality and piety. His duties were to collect and administer the funds 
of the community; he solicited gifts in kind and distributed them among the 
poor at certain intervals. After the rabbi, the treasurer was the most im
portant man in the Mellah. Thus the Council of Notables, the rabbi and the 
treasurer were the entire administrative apparatus of the Jewish community. 
The various Jewish communities had no connection with one another and 
there was no central body to coordinate their activities. 

This was the organization of Jewish life in Morocco from the fourteenth 
century until 1918. Even the establishment of the French Protectorate in 
1912 left this structure unaltered. Six years later, however, the Jewish com
munity was given official juridical recognition in a decree which clearly set 
forth the powers and functions of their governing bodies, the Councils. These 
powers and functions have remained substantially the same ever since. The 
main function of the Council of a Jewish community is to administer aid to 
the poor and to manage holy property. The composition of the Council is 
likewise prescribed and includes the president of the Rabbinical court, the 
deputy rabbi and several leading persons selected by the Sultan's Grand 
Vizir (or Prime Minister) from a list presented by the Jewish community. 
The number of Council members varies from four to ten, depending upon the 
size of the community. Members serve for two years and may be reappointed. 
They choose their own officers, subject to approval by the Grand Vizir. Com
munity funds continue to be raised by gifts, taxes on the sale of wine and 
meat, and the income from holy property where there is any. The budget is 
also subject to approval by the French administration and by the Grand 
Vizir. 

A year after the Councils' functions were outlined in 1918, a decree of 
the Moroccan government created the office of Inspector of Jewish Institu
tions, primarily to supervise finances; other functions were later added. 
Attached to the Moroccan Bureau of Sherifian Affairs, the Inspector served as 
adviser on all matters pertaining to the administration of the Jewish com
munities. The subsequent expansion of the Councils' activities and the growth 
of the Rabbinical courts led to a reorganization of this office. A Moroccan 
decree of 1944 charged the Inspector with the duty of advising on all spe
cifically Jewish affairs of a political, cultural and religious nature. He 
exercises his functions in the communities and the Rabbinical courts during 
tours lasting several days. He makes a monthly examination of the status of 
court cases, sets the time allowed for appeals to the Supreme Rabbinical 
Court, and controls the communities' budgets and their yearly business 
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accounts. He also advises on all matters relating to the property of the com
munities: gifts, mortgages, cessions, exchanges and litigations. His influence 
is thus considerable and is growing. This office can play an important part 
in facilitating the evolution of the Jewish community toward Western ways 
and in adapting its legal and administrative machinery to this progressive 
change. 

In 1931, a decree endowed the Councils of the Jewish communities with 
legal personality, without which they had been unable, in effect, to manage 
property or to bring an action in court. Despite this enlargement of function, 
however, the approval of the Sultan's Grand Vizir (advised by the Inspector 
of Jewish Institutions) is still required for the most important property 
transactions: acquisition, sale, mortgage, cession and exchange. This decree 
revealed the government's general attitude toward the Jews: it wanted to 
supervise their activities closely, but it wanted also to help them. 

After the fixing of their powers by the decrees of 1918 and 1931, the 
Councils of the Jewish communities fell into apathy because of the limitations 
put upon them. Juridically, the Councils were only charity boards, although 
in practice they were the representative body of the Jews of the Mellah. The 
government called upon the Councils not only to transmit official instructions, 
but also to attend official receptions as the representatives of the Jews. With 
such a wide gap between their legal powers and their practical functions, the 
leaders of the Councils had to act with tact and ability. Obliged to make 
decisions in a variety of situations, they might at any moment see their 
decisions voided by a hostile administration always able to invoke the con
trols in the decrees of 1918 and 1931. 

These developments under the French Residency lowered the status of 
the Jewish communities, reduced the effectiveness of the Councils and induced 
apathy because of inactivity and a feeling of lack of responsibility. Follow
ing several complaints by the Jewish communities, a decree of May, 1945 
again reorganized the Councils. It gave them, in addition to their existing 
functions of aiding the poor and managing holy property, the power to 
supervise religious affairs in general, and to advise and suggest plans to the 
government on all matters of interest to the Jews. The decree merely legal
ized a state of fact, but it also gave legal sanction to all the actions which 
the Councils had undertaken. It was important for the Councils to have this 
legal recognition to support its work. 

This 1945 decree also provided for the election of the Councils by secret 
ballot. The number of persons elected, however, is nearly twice the number 
needed to serve on the Councils. The government selects the Council members 
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from these panels, acting under the provisions of the 1918 decree, which is 
still valid. In the view of the Jewish communities, it is regrettable that the 
government still retains this right even if it invokes it only upon rare occasions 
(as in the election of certain members to the Council of Fez in 1950). 

There are several other shortcomings in the method of selecting the 
Councils of the communities. The persons for whom the members of the 
communities may vote are usually local notables who contribute to the welfare 
funds, administrators of the synagogues and officers of the local Jewish organ
izations which are legally recognized. The electorate, further, does not always 
include the entire Jewish community. Moreover, only Jews who are Moroccan 
subjects may vote, thus excluding advanced foreign Jews who could raise the 
general cultural and political level of the communities. An even more serious 
shortcoming, of course, is the one already referred to, the power of the Grand 
Vizir to designate the Council members from the larger list of candidates 
elected by the community. 

The Communities Council and the General Assembly 

Another change made by the decree of May, 1945, created a Com
munities Council, a permanent organization designed to coordinate the activi
ties of the various Jewish communities in Morocco. The presidents of those 
towns which were elevated to the status of municipalities were authorized to 
meet annually in a General Assembly in the city of Rabat, under the control 
and chairmanship of an official in the Department of Sherifian Affairs. These 
reforms were an important, if limited, advance in community organization; 
they established a permanent bond among all the Jewish communities and 
gave their coordinating committee official recognition. 

In March, 1948, the General Assembly held its second annual meeting 
at Rabat, attended by forty-five representatives from the Councils of all 
municipalities. Five reports were discussed in the two.day session: the status 
of the Communities Council itself, budget, housing, education and health. 
The Assembly reaffirmed its decision of the previous year on these matters; 
it stressed the same points again in 1949 and 1950. Although the purpose 
and functions of the Communities Council are not clearly defined, the gov
ernment recognizes it as the representative organ of Moroccan Jewry, and 
this gives the Council a great potential role as an instrument for liberation. 

Central Council of Jewish Communities 

The decree of May, 1945, which created the General Assembly of the 
Jewish Communities, led to the spontaneous ~stablishment of the Central 
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Council of the Jewish Communities. This important body, while not based 
explicitly upon a decree, has been officially recognized by the Department of 
Sherifian Affairs. A recent administrative ruling defined the Central Council 
as the permanent coordinating body of the various Moroccan Jewish com· 
munity councils, with headquarters at Rabat. 

Unlike the General Assembly, which meets annually, the Central Council 
is a kind of executive committee for all the local Councils, and performs four 
main functions: 1) assures liaison between the individual local Councils and 
the government authorities, 2) studies problems common to all the local 
Councils, 3) unifies their varying viewpoints and 4) makes available for the 
common good the experience of each of the local Councils. 

The Central Council, which is a tribute to those persons who have built 
it up, ought to be fully sanctioned by a decree, which would guarantee its 
independent existence and enable it better to serve the general welfare. 

Recommendations 

There are several immediate reforms which would strengthen the Jewish 
communities and their representative bodies. 

First, the electorate ought to be widened to include all Jews with a certain 
minimum of education. This would be a first step toward complete democrati· 
zation. Second, the more Westernized Jews, Algerians and Frenchmen, should 
be permitted to help the Councils. Third, financial matters ought to be 
reviewed since it is clear now that the task of aiding the indigent is too great 
to be accomplished without government assistance. 

By this time Moroccan Jews have progressed sufficiently to permit the 
removal of governmental controls over their communities. They have shown 
themselves to be politically mature enough to elect tlieir own representatives, 
to enlarge the electorate and to give their own community Councils full 
responsibility for their budgets, to which the government, up to 1949, had 
not contributed a penny. In 1949, for the first time the government made a 
grant of seven and a half million francs for all the Jewish communities, an 
amount representing less than 10 per cent of their combined budget. This, 
of course, is far from adequate. Local estimates indicate the grant ought to 
cover half of the budget. The present system of control, moreover, produces 
myriad inconveniences. For example, a letter from a community Council 
sometimes takes weeks to go through all the echelons of the hierarchy before 
it arrives at its destination. The Council sends it to the office of the Munici· 
pality; from there it goes in tum to the Chief of the Region, the Department 
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of the Interior, the Advisor of the Sherifian Government, the Inspector of 
Jewish Institutions and finally to the Prime Minister. This procedure mirrors 
the inefficiency and the injustice of the whole structure which continues to 
govern the Jewish communities, despite the clear fact that ·they are well able 
to govern themselves. 

Finally, the Central Council of the Jewish Communities ought to be 
sanctioned fully by a special decree. 

3. PERSONAL STATUS IN THE JEWISH COMMUNITY 

Under the Moslem system of religious autonomy for "the people of the 
Book," the personal status of Jews is governed by Rabbinical law which dates 
back to the time when the Jews first came to North Africa. France, upon 
assuming the Protectorate in 1912, did little to disturb this code and gave 
the Jews utmost freedom in the regulation of such personal matters as mar
riage, divorce and so on. 

The law applied in the Jewish commUJ;lities of Morocco is the Biblical· 
Rabbinical code as interpreted by the local Jewish courts and varying from 
place to place. This body of law derives from the Torah and the Talmud, the 
great codes which summarize Rabbinical legislation. It derives also from the 
interpretations given to these codes by the individual Moroccan rabbis. Over 
the centuries the Rabbinical judges have built up several collections of 
"She'elot" and "Teshuvot," that is, responsa, which are for the most part 
unpublished and unfortunately not deeply studied. 

The study of the personal status of Moroccan Jews is made more difficult 
by the fact that not a single Rabbinical court publishes its decisions. If these 
courts were to do so it would not only facilitate the study of personal status 
but would also help considerably to unify the law. 

There are two great legal traditions which apply to the Jewish communi
ties of Morocco: Mosaic law in the cities of Marrakech, Safi, Mogador and 
in Southern Morocco; and Castillian law in Fez, Meknes, Rabat, Casablanca 
and in Northern Morocco, especially in Tangier and Spanish Morocco. For 
our purposes here it is not necessary to examine Rabbinical law in all of its 
details. As examples of its nature, however, we may consider Rabbinical law 
as it applies to questions of adulthood and majority, marriage and divorce, 
inheritance and the general status of women. 
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Adulthood and Majority 

The Bible does not mention the legal age of adulthood for the Jew, but 
the Talmud holds that minority ends at the appearance of the first signs of 
puberty, thirteen years of age for boys and twelve years for girls. The father's 
right of guardianship over minor children is absolute; this right can not be 
taken from a father under any circumstances, and can be given to another 
person only in the event of the father's death. This rule, absolute as it is, 
presents few inconveniences in daily reality; it is rare to see a case of paternal 
disqualification among Jews. In contrast to this total power of the father, the 
mother is never the legal guardian of her children. When a father dies with
out having named his wife or another person as guardian, the judge names a 
solvent member of the family to that position to insure the protection of the 
child's property. The law on this point is fully observed; there is rarely a case 
of embezzlement of a minor's property. 

The fixing of adulthood at such a low age, however, results, in incon
veniences which are aggravated by the growing complexity of modern life. 
The Jewish community, of course, feels these inconveniences acutely. Recent
ly, at the Second Annual Conference of the Chief Rabbis of Morocco, it was 
decided to fix the age of majority at twenty years for men and women. 
Although Jewish courts still retain the power to confer adulthood on minors 
under the age of twenty, this decision shows how Jewish Moroccan private 
law moves toward the norm of French law. 

Marriage and Divorce 

Marriage, according to Rabbinical law and the Talmud, is both a reli
gious and a social duty, and as such it is the object of many safeguards. At 
their first meeting in 1947 the Chief Rabbis of Morocco included betrothal 
under Jewish legal arrangements in order to halt certain abuses which, it was 
felt, had a detrimental effect upon the institution of marriage. At present if 
an engagement is broken within six months through no fault of the woman, 
she is entitled to indemnification for the cost of the betrothal ceremony but 
must return any jewels she received as gifts. If the engagement is broken 
after six months, however, and the man is responsible, he must make a supple
mentary payment unless his action in breaking the engagement has the sanc
tion of civil law. The defect in these arrangements is, of course, the difficulty 
of establishing responsibility in so personal and intimate an affair as an 
engagement for marriage. 
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In an effOlt to eliminate other abuses, the Chief Rabbis in 1947 also 
brought the Moroccan Jewish community under Biblico-Rabbinical law in 
cases of engagement followed by seduction of the woman. At present the 
pregnancy of a woman is enough to require the seducer to marry her. If he 
refuses or is already married, he must pay the woman a sum between 5,000 
and 50,000 francs (from about $14 to about $145). If, however, he denies 
responsibility for the pregnancy, the Rabbinical court requires him to take 
an oath; if he maintains his position under oath, he must pay the woman a 
sum between 1,250 and 12,500 francs (from about $4 to about $35), depend
ing upon whether or not he was actually living with the woman at the time of 
conception. While these rules seem primitive to us in the West, they are 
rather advanced for Morocco. Yet, of course, they fail to protect the woman 
since the man can never be required to accept the responsibility if he denies it, 
the payments are meager and no paternity test is administered. 

Two other issues in this area of human relations are child marriages and 
polygamy. With regard to age at marriage, recent Moroccan Jewish law 
reflects both Moslem and Western influences. The Rabbinical courts have 
tried to prevent child marriages, but what is now needed is a formal regula
tion setting the minimum age for marriage at a few years beyond puberty. 
Polygamy, while permitted by law, is rare in practice. The Rabbinical courts 
seldom authorize a second wife unless a man's first wife has been sterile for 
more than ten years, but even cases of this kind are rare. To assure full 
protection to women, however, the legal code ought to be brought into har
mony with current advanced practice. 

Like other regulations of personal status, the rules governing divorce in 
Morocco grant men considerable freedom at the expense of the interests of 
women, who are made the victims of successive polygamy, and of the children, 
whose interests are hardly considered. The Rabbinical courts in North Africa, 
following one school of interpretation, have allowed the husband to be the 
only judge of the reasons for divorce, making it possible for him to end a 
marriage virtually at will. In 1947 the Chief Rabbis took steps to reduce the 
frequency of divorce and to give greater protection for the rights of married 
women, but these are only a beginning. The Rabbinical courts ought to be 
given the power to control divorce. 

The effects of divorce upon the children are especially tragic, for they go 
with the father and his new wife. The divorced mother retains only those 
children whom she is still nursing, but when they reach six years of age their 
father may take them, and the mother has no legal defense against this 
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deprivation. The divorced woman thus loses her children, her home and 
household and her means of support. 

These arrangements, of course, are intolerable in a forward-looking 
community oriented toward Western legal codes and practices. The Jewish 
community of Morocco is under a great obligation to reform its marriage and 
divorce procedures, and there is considerable pressure for such reform among 
the younger generations of both men and women. 

Inheritance 

The inferior status of women is further revealed in the Moroccan Jewish 
community's regulations for inheritance. Here there are considerable differ
ences between the Jews of Spanish descent and those who came to North 
Africa in earlier eras. Doubtless as a result of Christian influence, among 
the Jews of Spanish descent there was common property in marriage; in the 
event of the husband's death, half of the joint property would go to the widow 
and half to the heirs of the deceased. 

Under Mosaic, Biblical law, however, the widow is excluded from in
heriting property unless she is mentioned in the husband's will. If there is no 
will, the widow may claim a certain sum as set forth in the original marriage 
contract; beyond this she is entitled only to a food allowance, and this only so 
long as she does not remarry. Inheritance follows the male line, to sons; 
daughters inherit only where there are no sons or grandsons. 

Several reforms are urgently required. The Chief Rabbis have proposed 
a new law of inheritance, under which the widow would be counted as an heir, 
sharing equally with the children of the deceased but receiving a minimum of 
one-sixth of the estate. Unmarried daughters of a deceased man would share 
equally with his sons, but daughters would get no share if married, widowed 
or divorced. 

These proposals have been criticized as inadequate. Any reforms must 
take into account the younger generation's desire for equality between the 
sexes. The solution of the Moroccan Jewish community's problems of in
heritance, therefore, lies in the adoption of Western concepts rather than in 
the patching up of a discriminatory tradition. 

Status of Women 

The respect accorded women in Jewish tradition, as registered in the 
Bible, the Talmud and the better practices of the rabbis, is thus contradicted 
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in some features of Moroccan Jewish life. Women there are crushed by a 
system of inheritance which sanctifies their debasement; they see themselves 
repudiated, deprived of their children, divorced, widowed, excluded from 
inheriting even from their own parents. Such a situation is contrary to the 
moral and religious requirements of Judaism itself, which give unexampled 
dignity to women. 

The laws fixing the status of Jewish women in Morocco are those of an 
ancient civilization. At the time they were first promulgated, they were 
an advance over the conditions in Oriental societies. Biblico-Rabbinicallaws 
on inheritance, for example, modified the rigors of a strictly agnatic (descent 
in the male line) system. The Islamic influence, so profound in Morocco, 
prevented the full realization of such improvements in the legal status of 
women. Men suffered equally from the degraded status of women. The usual 
concomitants of this subjection are broken homes with children left adrift, 
early separation which debases a man's existence at the same time makes a 
woman's insecure, general insecurity of the wife too often enslaved and too 
often rejected, and instability of the family. The Moroccan Jews, however, 
are ready to repudiate these evils, just as the Jews of the West did centuries 
ago. 

The younger generations among the Jews of Morocco adopt, wherever 
possible, the Western way of life and reject these anachronisms. The women 
educated in the schools of the Alliance Israelite Universelle, for example, 
are in effect emancipated. They have acquired a skill which enables them to 
hold a job, and they have become oriented to Western ways. About 40 per 
cent of all pupils in Alliance schools in, Morocco are girls. In school they 
absorb both Jewish and Western traditions, but when they are graduated they 
must somehow survive the shock of returning to the limited life of the Mellah, 
subject to all the conditions of inferiority which their education has taught 
them to reject. 

A solution to this problem must be found if for no other reason than to 
avoid a widening of the gap between the generations. Traditionalists in the 
Jewish community resist the movement for reform. The example of Algeria, 
however, shows that this resistance is at some points little more than formal, 
with not much profundity of feeling behind it. In 1870, Algeria appeared to 
be no less attached to ancient customs regarding personal status, yet the 
Cremieux decree and French civil law, once promulgated, were quickly 
accepted. 

With regard to reform in Morocco, we must distinguish the religious 
realm from the secular. In Biblical times and for centuries thereafter in 
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some places, this distinction was not "made, but in our time personal status is 
a civil matter. Tbroughout the world only about 5 per cent of the Jews live 
under an archaic regime in which personal status is governed by religious 
law. This indicates that it is not really a religious issue any more among 
Jews. Rather, personal status is now a technical, legal matter and to conceive 
it in any other way is to confuse the religious and secular domains. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The goal, then, is clear: to accord women full juridical status and rights 
and to bring the rules of Jewish personal status in Morocco nearer to those of 
modern law. This goal can be achieved in part within the Moroccan "Taka
not" system (legislation of the Jewish community). The most serious incon
veniences can be discouraged by granting to women the right of guardianship 
over their children and a food allowance in cases of arbitrary abandonment. 
Thus there are great possibilities for reform which can be realized by the 
system of T akanot itself. 

It is equally important, however, to institute certain other reforms. The 
Rabbinical court judges, of whom we shall hear more in Chapter Five, ought 
to be raised in status and given general cultural training. The Institute of 
Higher Hebrew Studies, opened in 1951, will now perform this task. Another 
possible strong influence for reform is the Office of Inspection of Jewish Insti
tutions, whose functions and powers can be so enlarged as to enable it better 
to direct the evolution of the Moroccan Jewish community. Closer control 
over the Rabbinical courts would assure unification of the administration of 
justice. These reforms are essential "for the immediate improvement of 
Moroccan Jewry's position. They will, further, have incalculable repercus
sions on the whole of Moroccan society if they are undertaken with the 
courage which the misery of most of Moroccan Jewry should inspire in those 
who can help. 

So much for the reform possibilities within the framework of the Jewish 
community legislation (T akanot) and the government of the Protectorate 
(Office of Inspection of Jewish Institutions). Within the framework of the 
treaties which now govern the Protectorate it is possible, also, to permit Jews 
who prefer a change to relinquish totally or partially their rights under the 
existing system of personal status and to adopt, temporarily or permanently, 
French civil status. 

Despite these various levels on which reform in personal status can be 
instituted, the essential and immediate tasks can be accomplished by the 
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T akanot. Beyond these reforms, guarantees of greater justice can come from 
new legislation recognizing the equality of male and female, and from a more 
advanced judicial system better adapted to the changing status of the Jews in 
Morocco. 

4. MOROCCAN CITIZENSHIP AND NATIONALITY 

We have thus far reviewed in some detail the history and organization 
of the Jewish community in French Morocco and the important features of 
Jewish personal status there. We saw that three forces which have shaped 
these communal institutions: Biblical law and ancient Jewish custom, Islamic 
rule and French influence in this century. We now tum to a description of 
the Jew as a Moroccan in Moroccan society. 

The problems of Moroccan citizenship, which concern the Moslems as 
well as the Jews, are the key to the inferior legal status of the Jews. These 
problems, complicated by the application of both Western and Islamic legal 
principles, can be understood only after a glance into their history. How did 
it come about that the Jews can neither rise to full Moroccan citizenship nor 
obtain other citizenship while still living in or returning to Morocco? 

Morocco was at first not a distinct state but an outpost of the Islamic 
empire subject to the authority of the Caliph, the religious and secular head 
of all Islam. It soon became independent, however, and maintained its inde
pendence for centuries during which the Moroccan Sultan was the absolute 
ruler. This political change did not mean abandonment of Koranic law, 
which continued as the basic law for Morocco. Merely being a Moslem gave 
a Moroccan full rights as a subject of the Sultan, while non-Moslems had 
neither rights nor duties in the Moroccan community. At this time the Jews 
were not subjects of the Sultan, but they were tolerated and protected because 
of their special usefulness and the heavy taxes they paid. 

When the European powers became established in Morocco in the nine
teenth century, some Jews placed themselves under their protection as em
ployees and representatives. At first the Sultan did not object to this practice, 
but when it was questioned by a British diplomat in 1877 and led to diminish
ing tax returns, the Sultan protested against it and claimed the Jews as his 
subjects. At an international conference in Madrid in 1879 the whole ques
tion of European influence in Morocco was considered. The Madrid Con
vention, signed by all the great powers, established the principle of perpetual 
allegiance, according to which no Moroccan subject who acquires new citizen-
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ship can maintain it if he returns to Morocco. This rule has been especially 
hard on Jews. Even the French would not alter it. While it might have 
been in the interest of the French to grant citizenship to certain Moroccans, 
the French did not do so because they feared that such a policy might expose 
them to the charge of overstepping the bounds of their rights as the protecting 
power. 

At present there is no definitive rule of Moroccan citizenship. The only 
statute on this subject is a decree of November, 1921, which deals merely with 
the temporary acquisition of Moroccan citizenship as a means to the acqui
sition of French citizenship. The essential principles of the Moroccan law of 
citizenship developed later by slow changes in interpretation. One direction 
of this change was toward the modern conception of nationality or citizenship 
according to place of birth, but this was only a minor influence. The major 
influence followed the older conception of nationality or citizenship deter
mined by that of the parents rather than by place of birth. Thus one is 
considered a Moroccan, regardless of birthplace, if one's parents are con
sidered Moroccans. Citizenship in Morocco is acquired neither by legal 
naturalization nor by marriage. 

Just as a person cannot become a Moroccan citizen unless he is born one, 
so it is not possible, according to the principle of perpetual allegiance, for a 
Moroccan citizen to relinquish this status definitively and finally. With the 
growth of the liberal, secular state, this principle has all but completely dis
appeared in the West. 

In applying the principle, the French courts in Morocco have always 
denied the validity of non-Moroccan citizenship obtained by emigration and 
without the Sultan's consent. A native Moroccan who acquires other citizen
ship by emigration is, upon his return to that country, considered a Moroccan 
citizen by the Sultan and by all the powers which signed the Madrid Conven
tion of 1879. Thus a native Moroccan is barred from becoming a citizen of 
another country unless the Sultan consents; this the Sultan has not yet done in 
a single known case. Despite certain minor exceptions, then, the principle of 
perpetual allegiance prevails: a native Moroccan on Moroccan soil is always 
a Moroccan national. 

The principle, however, does not always apply uniformly and without 
difficulties. If only one of 'the parents is a Moroccan, or if there is a conflict 
between Moroccan law and that of another country, including France, the 
French courts have jurisdiction. Generally, however, these courts apply the 
principle of perpetual allegiance, thus strengthening it. Whereas French law 
usually supersedes Moroccan law in a conflict, Article 15 of the Madrid.Con-
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venti on limits this superiority in questions of citizenship. Thus, a native 
Moroccan who emigrates to another country and acquires citizenship there 
will, upon his return to Morocco, be considered by the Vrench courts to be a 
Moroccan national after a certain length of time. This obligation to apply 
the principle of perpetual allegiance is imposed upon France not by laws of 
Morocco but by virtue of its being a signatory of the Madrid Convention. 

Certain typical disputes affecting the status of Moroccan Jews and other 
Moroccans are usually settled in a way unfavorable to the possibility of ac
quiring non-Moroccan citizenship. Following are some examples: 

1. A child born in France of Moroccan parents is considered a Moroc
can until he reaches majority, at which time, according to a French law of 
1945, he may acquire French citizenship. Of course, should he return to 
Morocco, he would, under Alticle 15 of the Madrid Convention, become a 
Moroccan national again after residing there for lJ. pe:t;iod of time equal to 
that which was necessary to acquire French citizenship. 

2. A child born in Spain of Moroccan parents may likewise, under 
Spanish law, become a Spanish citizen upon reaching majority. Spanish 
citizenship acquired in this way, however, is not recognized by the French 
courts in Morocco. 

3. A child born to a Moroccan father and a French or other non-Moroc
can mother is considered a Moroccan national. This is contrary to the citi
zenship code of France, which provides that a child born of a French mother 
is always French. A French decree of October, 1948, altered this situation by 
ruling that a child born of a Moroccan father and a French mother may 
acquire French citizenship with the Sultan's permission. 

The Moslems and Jews of Morocco are equals in their subjection to the 
principle of perpetual allegiance; neither can escape Moroccan status. All 
Moroccans, therefore, would benefit from modification of the principle, but 
the Jews have the most to gain because they are not merely prevented from 
acquiring other citizenship but do not have all the rights which Moslem 
Moroccans have. 

Despite its apparent rigidity, the principle of perpetual allegiance re
veals certain gaps which permit a more liberal interpretation than is usually 
given to it. The mixed court of Tangier, for example, has held that the prin
cipl~ of perpetual allegiance does not necessarily follow from Article 15 of 
the Madrid Convention, and that this article makes foreign citizenship invalid 
only where the Moroccan has left the country to acquire it. If, on the other 
hand, a Moroccan acquires other citizenship without leaving Moroccan soil, 
Article 15 does not apply and, in the absence of other laws on the matter, the 
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new citizenship is valid. Thus the appellate division of the court of Tangier 
held in March, 1949, that a Moroccan Jew, naturalized as a Spaniard by a 
royal decree while he was still on Moroccan soil, had acquired his Spanish 
citizenship validly. Such an interpretation is in strict conformity with the 
Madrid Convention. It has frequently occurred in French jurisprudence that 
a loosely-worded law is interpreted in one way tor a time and is then given a 
new interpretation. Nothing, therefore, would bar the French courts from 
following the example of the mixed court of Tangier and to hold that a former 
Moroccan may retain his acquired French citizenship even if he remains in 
or returns to Morocco, unless the Sultan opposes it. In this way the present 
situation would be improved. Instead of requiring the Sultan's approval for 
the acquisition of new citizenship, this interpretation would permit the grant
ing of French citizenship to Moroccan nations unless the Sultan disapproved. 
Such an interpretation by the courts would enable the French government to 
provide for the acquisition of French citizenship by Moroccans, including 
Moroccan Jews, who have shown their attachment to France either through 
service to that country or by their adoption of its culture. In 1923, France 
instituted such an arrangement in Tunisia. 

If the narrow view of the Madrid Convention is still considered a bar
rier, however, there is yet another solution to the problem of perpetual alle
giance. In effect, Article 15 of the Convention provides that a Moroccan may 
change his citizenship merely with the consent of the Sultan. It is therefore 
possible that a "dahir" (or decree) and an edict may be issued simultaneously 
by the Sultan and the French government, the dahir to define the cases in 
which a Moroccan may renounce his Moroccan status and the edict to estab
lish the conditions for the acquisition of French citizenship. 

Clearly, then, there are legal ways to modernize Morocco's primitive 
and discriminatory system of perpetual allegiance despite the apparent re
strictions of the Madrid Convention. Whether these ways will be used, there
fore, is now really a political rather than a legalistic question. 

5. THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM OF MOROCCO 

At first glance the judicial system in Morocco seems extraordinarily 
complex because of the existence of three types of courts with separate juris
dictions. The Rabbinical courts have jurisdiction over cases involving Moroc
can Jews in matters of (a) personal status and succession-for example, 
marriage and family relations, wills, legacies and so on, and (b) religion-
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for example, administration of sacred property and the synagogues. The 
native Moroccan Moslem courts handle civil and commercial cases in which 
all the parties are Moroccans, Moslem or Jewish. The French courts handle 
civil and commercial cases involving Frenchmen and persons under the 
jurisdiction of France or of certain other foreign powers. Within these broad 
distinctions arise many questions of detail which we shall consider later. 

Because of the existence of several judicial systems, one cannot under
stand Moroccan justice without examining the principles which governed its 

1 establishment and growth. But this apparently complex system is rather 
simple in one respect: it unfailingly discriminates against the Moroccan Jews. 

For the Moslem, Allah is one, his representative on earth, Mohammed, 
is one, and the law is one. There is no distinction between religious and sec· 
ular obligations; Koranic law is essentially religious. According to the Koran, 
Moslems must be judged by a Moslem court applying the canonic law of 
Islam, while the Jews must be judged in Rabbinical courts applying Mosaic 
law. The Jews, as "dhimmis" and "people of the Book," enjoy this special 
privilege. To understand the present three·fold system of Rabbinical, Magh. 
zen and French courts, we must first look at the Rabbinical and Maghzen 
courts before the establishment of the French courts in 1913, a year after the 
beginning of the Protectorate. 

Moroccan Justice Belore the Protectorate 

Before the French Protectorate, the Rabbinical courts were each com· 
posed of three Rabbinical judges. They had jurisdiction over religious mat· 
ters and private, civil and commercial law as well, in cases involving Moroc· 
can Jews. These courts could handle cases in which the parties were non
Moroccan Jews if the latter consented, but they could in no circumstance rule 
in a case involving a Moslem. Despite certain shortcomings, the Rabbinical 
courts in general rendered justice well for the Jewish communities. They 
had, however, no regular procedure and many rabbis judged merely on the 
basis of their personal authority. Their rulings, as a consequence, never had 
finality and were subject to endless appeals; litigants could take their cases 
from one rabbi to another indefinitely. 

Moslem courts before the Protectorate had jurisdiction over all kinds of 
cases in which one Moroccan Moslem was involved with another or with a 
Moroccan Jew. The "cadis" or judges, highly respected persons at one time 
appointed directly by the Sultan, applied the law of the Koran. Their courts, 
too, had several shortcomings. Their rulings, as those of the Rabbinical 
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judges, were subject to endless appeals and consequently had no finality. 
Often the cadi was an ignorant man who, receiving no payment for his service, 
ruled according to the size of the gifts he received from litigants. Procedure 
was long, often complicated and subject to infinite postponement. The be· 
ginnings of the present system of Moslem justice are to be found in certain 
customary practices of litigants who, in cases not directly involving religion, 
went to representatives of the government, called "cayids," who could judge 
cases only according to well· established principles but could neither state nor 
interpret the law. The cayids settled cases more rapidly, but their rulings 
were often arbitrary. 

Under this dual judicial arrangement the Jews in principle had the same 
rights as Moslems, but in fact they were inferior subjects of the Sultan. The 
Jews could seldom realize their theoretical rights. In Moslem law, for ex
ample, the primary means of proof is the oath and testimony. In the Moslem 
courts the oath of a Moslem had validity but the oath of a Jew, a non-believer, 
had no standing and his testimony was accordingly seldom admitted. 

The French Reforms 

The treaty establishing the Protectorate in 1912 gave France the oppor
tunity to create Moroccan rather than Moslem institutions, but France failed 
to take full advantage of the opportunity and instead retained the original 
character of the Islamic legal order. The aim of France was to improve, but 
not to replace, the Moslem political patterns. Despite important reforms, 
however, France failed to go to the core of the problem and hence perpetu
ated certain injustices. 

France's basic error with respect to the Moroccan judicial system lay in 
not closely examining all the courts. The French, finding courts dealing with 
Moslem and with Jewish religious law, on the one hand, and the seemingly 
secular Moroccan "Maghzen" courts on the other, concluded that this dual 
system represented the administration of purely religious law and purely 
secular law. It was apparently not realized that the Maghzen courts applied 
Koranic religious law uniformly. Thus, what appeared as a dual system of 
religious and secular justice was not that at all. Acting on this misinterpre
tation, the French formalized Moroccan justice by recognizing (1) the Magh
zen courts as the secular system with jurisdiction over all cases involving 
Moroccans of all religions, (2) the Moslem courts as having jurisdiction in 
religious litigation among Moslems and (3) the Rabbinical courts as having 
jurisdiction in religious litigation among Jews. 
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By this arrangement the French administration thought it had estab
lished a just balance among the different religions, whereas it had only given 
juridical form to a discriminatory situation which had lacked legal justi
fication. A more detailed look at this system will show the reality of justice 
in Morocco. We shall discuss the organization of the various courts in which 
a Jew may be involved in a case and we shall see how the law is observed and 
what reforms are needed. 

The Rabbinical Courts Today 

As a result of French reforms, there are three levels of Rabbinical courts 
in Morocco. There are seven courts of first resort, each composed of three 
rabbis assisted by a clerk. To aid in the settlement of cases on this level there 
are twelve deputy Rabbinical judges who function in the areas where there is 
no regular court. These deputy judges, who hold court in their own homes 
and have no clerical assistance, may handle only those cases brought to them 
voluntarily; they also supervise the drawing up of documents by notaries. 

The Rabbinical courts of second degree, like those on the lower level, 
are each composed of three judges and a clerk. The judges are appointed by 
the Moroccan administration, under French supervision, on the basis of a 
written examination in Mosaic law and an oral examination on private law. 
These examinations are conducted by the Supreme Rabbinical Court under 
the supervision of the Inspector of Jewish Institutions, an official (usually 
Jewish) of the Moroccan government. Neither of the examinations touches 
on matters of general culture, which explains why the Rabbinical judges, like 
their Moslem counterpalts, know no French. As a consequence, these judges 
are hecoming more and more alienated from the most progressive elements 
in Morocco, which are increasingly integrated into French civilization and 
habits of thought. It is urgent that the newly established Institute of Higher 
Hebrew Studies train Rabbinical judges in Western culture as well as in 
Mosaic law. 

In 1918, the Supreme Rabbinical Court was established as an appellate 
division. At the same time, the French reorganized the internal procedure of 
the courts of first resort, requiring the clerks to record decisions in chrono
logical order, assigning attendants to maintain order in the court and transmit 
documents, regulating the work of notaries, and fixing the forms of legal 
documents. 

Remuneration of the Rabbinical judges is meager. In the lower courts 
the judges receive monthly salaries ranging from 23,000 francs (about $65) , 
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to 32,800 francs (about $93), while the three judges of the Supreme Rabbini
cal Court receive only 35,000 (about $100) to 45,000 francs (about $128). 
Advancement is by selection, not seniority. The judges may hold no other 
positions except, in certain cases, that of cantor. Despite their low pay, the 
honesty of the Rabbinical judges has never been questioned in a land where 
judicial corruption is traditional. 

Throughout the history of the Moroccan Jews their Rabbinical courts 
hilVe been an outstanding blessing in the midst of their ghetto misery. It is 
surprising to note the large proportion of cases which are informally settled 
in these courts; in 1946, for example, of 4,808 cases brought before all 
Rabbinical courts, 2,426, or about half, were settled by this means. The 
Rabbinical courts have accomplished their great work in the most depressing 
and uninspiring physical surroundings. In Casablanca, Morocco's largest 
city, the Rabbinical court, like others in Morocco, has only one chamber even 
though six judges may be assigned to it. In most of the courts the indispen
sable dignity of the physical arrangements of Western court rooms is entirely 
lacking. 

The French reforms have strengthened the great service the Rabbinical 
courts perform for the Jewish community. These reforms, however, have also 
had the effect of reducing the jurisdiction of these courts. The Jews had de
veloped a custom under which they had a right to bring before the Rabbinical 
judges not only matters of personal status, succession and religious affairs, 
but also civil and commercial cases involving only members of the Jewish 
community. A dahir or decree of May, 1918, however, ordered that the Rab· 
binical judges might no longer handle these latter kinds of cases, but that 
they must send them to the cayids and pashas. In this way France restricted 
the jurisdiction of the Rabbinical courts to that set forth in the dahir of 
August, 1913. The Jews, nevertheless, continued at times to bring civil and 
commercial cases before the rabbis, whose judgments they respected. In 
February, 1938, consequently, a ministerial circular ordered that the dahirs 
of 1913 and 1918 be strictly observed. 

Comparison between the Rabbinical courts and their counterparts, the 
Moslem religious courts, quickly exposes grave formal inequalities. First, 
Rabbinical courts, as we have just remarked, may not decide civil or com
mercial cases involving only Jews even if voluntarily brought before them. 
Moslem courts, on the other hand, may handle similar cases among Moslems. 
Second, any case dealing with personal status and involving a Jew and a 
Moslem must be brought before a Moslem court. Third, Moslem courts may 
handle all cases involving Moslems, whether of Moroccan or other nationality. 
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The Rabbinical courts, however, may not handle a case involving non-Moroc
can Jews. Fourth, while a Moslem never appears before a Rabbinical court, 
a Jew may often find himself engaged in a suit over which a Moslem court 
has exclusive jurisdiction. Fifth, documents prepare~ by Jewish notaries are 
invalid in the Moslem courts, but the documents prepared by Moslems _are 
valid. 

These inequalities indicate the great need for an overhauling of the 
Moroccan judicial system. The Rabbinical courts, in particular, need to be 
endowed with greater prestige through improvements in recruitment and 
status of the judges, provision of more dignified quarters and by granting to 
judges the powers they need to maintain order in their courts. 

The Moroccan Courts 

Under the influence of the French Protectorate, the Moslem (or "Magh
zen") courts are becoming general Moroccan courts of common law. As such, 
they are the courts most often resorted to by Moroccan Jews. 

Maghzen courts of first resort are of two types. In the tribes the cayids 
are the judges, while in the towns there is a pasha as president of the court, 
with two deputy judges having only advisory functions. In the less important 
cases the pasha sits alone. The next higher courts are likewise of two types: 
first, the pashas receive certain types of appeals from decisions of the cayids; 
second, the Supreme Sherifian (Moslem) Court handles all other cases. The 
Supreme Sherifian Court, sitting at Rabat, is composed of four divisions, 
criminal, misdemeanors, civil and commercial, and common law. This ap
peals system was established by the French reforms of 1918. Previously, 
there was no appeal from Maghzen court rulings, except to the Minister of 
Claims, who usually rejected such appeals. 

Procedure in these courts is relatively simple both in criminal and in 
civil or commercial cases. The Maghzen courts pass only provisional judg
ment, for their rulings are subject to review by the Sultan. In criminal mat· 
ters these courts cover all kinds of offenses, but the most serious ones go to 
the Supreme Sherifian Court. In civil and commercial matters they likewise 
handle all kinds of cases except a few types reserved for other courts. As to 
persons, these courts have jurisdiction in cases in which all the parties are 
Moroccans, Moslem or Jewish, and where the defendant is a Moroccan and 
the plaintiff under United States jurisdiction. But certain kinds of proceed
ings, as we shall see in the next section, are reserved for French courts, and a 
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Frenchman may not be a party to a civil aspect of a criminal proceeding 
before a Maghzen court. 

The method by which judges are assigned indicates the nature of the 
Maghzen courts. Properly speaking, the cayids and pashas are not judges 
but government officials with judicial as well as administrative functions. 
They are appointed by the Sultan without having to fulfill any special re
quirements. The deputy judges, however, have been recruited by competitive 
examination since 1945. Candidates for these posts must (1) be Moroccan 
Moslems between the ages of 21 and 35, (2) have the approval of the Grand 
Vizir and (3) be graduates of the University of Kairoween at Fez, or have 
a certificate in Moroccan judicial and administrative studies, or a French 
baccalaureate degree, or a master's degree in arts or law. The judges of the 
Supreme Sherifian Court are chosen from among these deputy judges. 

Maghzen courts are under the control of French officials. One of these 
officials in the Department of Sherifian Affairs is also the government com
missioner to the Supreme Sherifian Court. There is a French government 
commissioner at each court presided over by a pasha, while a lesser official 
represents the French government at each cayid court. These officials are 
public prosecutors. In 1924, a decree established a corps of defense counsels 
to be attached to the Maghzen courts. Their freedom of action and their 
effectiveness are limited by the severe disciplinary measures provided for 
those who are held to have abused their status; these measures range from 
simple warning to withdrawal of their right to practice law. 

Maghzen judicial procedure has several serious shortcomings, especially 
for Moroccan Jews. First, the Jews are accustomed, in their Rabbinical courts, 
to having their cases heard by three judges, but in the Maghzen courts a single 
judge presides. Second, only the members of the Supreme Sherifian Court are 
recruited by competitive examination, but their independence is limited by 
the fact that their rulings are subject to review by the Sultan. Third, the 
cayids and pashas, as judges, are really representatives of the Sultan, the 
chief Moslem of Morocco. One of the persistent demands of the Jewish com
munity is that Jewish assessors sit in the pasha courts when at least one party 
is Jewish. Fourth, in Maghzen courts deeds prepared by Jewish notaries have 
no validity; proof is thus sometimes difficult to present. Fifth, Jews in the 
Maghzen courts are judged according to Islamic law, which is not their law. 
At the same time, it is almost impossible to understand Islamic law fully since 
it is not codified. Sixth, the rights of defendants are limited by the threat of 
withdrawal, upon the initiative of the government commissioner, of the de
fense counsel's right to practice, even though this extreme step is seldom 
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taken. Seventh, the judges, the pashas and cayids, are especially incompetent, 
are not versed in the law, and are influenced by the government commission
ers, who are not judges but administrators. 

Above ali, the Maghzen courts lack independence. The cayids and 
pashas have both administrative and judicial functions and powers. They, in 
turn, are appointed by the Sultan, who has legislative power. Thus Morocco 
is ruled in a confusion of powers and functions. There can be little guarantee 
of impartial justice when the judges are totally dependent upon the govern
ment, are ignorant and often greedy, are rulers as well as judges and directly 
control the defense in cases brought before them. This entire arrangement 
works a special hardship on the Jews, apart from the discriminatory features 
already enumerated, who are accustomed, in their own courts and in their 
attachment to Western ways, to a more advanced judicial system. Only a 
complete reorganization of the Maghzen judiciary can right these wrongs 
being committed daily in the name of justice. 

The French Co,urts 

The French judicial system in Morocco, the best of ali, is an excellent 
one which insures fair treatment for all litigants. Moroccan Jews as a rule 
have recourse only to Rabbinical and Maghzen courts but there are some 
situations in which they may appear in French courts too. A brief review of 
the French courts will reveal the great limitations of other Moroccan judicial 
systems. 

The main French courts, organized in 1913, are: 
(1) civil and commercial courts-justices of the peace and courts of first 

resort, appellate, arbitration; 
(2) penal courts-police, correctional, criminal; 
(3) special courts-military, and certain other courts we need not consider 

here. 
French courts in Morocco are organized on the same basis as in France. 

Judges are selected as in France and have the same functions, duties and 
powers. The bar, likewise, is organized as in France. The rights of defense 
are well established and observed, and disciplinary action against lawyers 
may be taken only by a board composed of lawyers. Procedure follows that 
of French and other Western courts, except for minor local variations. The 
French courts have much broader jurisdiction than any other Moroccan courts, 
but we shall enumerate only those cases in which a Moroccan Jew may have 
occasion to appear in one of them. These occasions are: 
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(1) If he is a party to a case in which another party is a Frenchman, is 
under French or certain other foreign (excepting United States) juris. 
diction, or is a citizen of another country. But if inheritance of the 
property of a Jew is involved, the case goes to a Rabbinical court. 

(2) If a case involves a dispute over the registration of real estate or over 
real estate already registered, or if a Jew appears as a representative 
of a firm. 

(3) In administrative matters. 
( 4) If a case involves matters provided for by special laws, such as that of 

public domain and expropriation. 
(5) If a case involves an injury to a Frenchman or a foreigner. 
( 6) In cases of crimes or misdemeanors committed or aided by persons 

subject to French jurisdiction. 
(7) In cases of infractions committed in certain places, for example, in a 

courtroom. 
(8) In cases of infractions committed before French courts, such as false 

testimony and false oath. . 
(9) In cases of certain infractions listed in special decrees on various sub· 

jects. 
(10) In cases relating to personal status or inheritance if they involve an· 

other case already in process. 
(11) In cases involving determination of citizenship. 

French justice in Morocco is of the highest order and ought to prevail 
even more widely. It would be especially valuable if the Moroccan Jews, 
oriented toward Western culture and legal practices, could have the choice, 
in civil cases, of appearing either in a French or a Maghzen court. This 
would merely be the realization of a plan already proposed by the Commis
sion on Judicial Reform in 1944. 

The United States Courts 

American courts in Morocco date back more than a hundred years to 
the time when Turkey extended to the United States certain special privileges 
there (this arrangement is known as the "capitulations" regime). The United 
States today is the only nation which still enjoys these privileges. Under them 
it established two courts. One at Tangiers, presided over by the American 
Minister to Morocco, handles the important matters, while the other, at Casa· 
blanca, is presided over by the American cons:ul and handles less important 
cases. 
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A Moroccan Jew rarely appears in an American court, only when he is a 
party to a case in which one of the defendants is under United States juris
diction or is a Moroccan under American protection, except in real estate 
cases, which go to the Moroccan or French courts. Procedure in the American 
courts is simple, and justice is swift and eminently impartial but also, some 
Moroccans feel, merely because they are consular courts and not an integral 
part of an established judicial system, somewhat unpredictable. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The strangest aspect of this tripartite judicial system we have been dis
cussing is the complete separation of each element, the Rabbinical, Maghzen 
and the French courts. There is no supreme court to unify them. Unlike in 
Algeria, which is an integral part of metropolitan France, the decisions of 
the Rabbinical and Moslem courts may not be appealed to higher French 
courts. 

Freedom to select among the types of courts has been an issue in Morocco 
since 1918, when the French reorganized the local judicial system. Ail early 
version of the reorganization plan included the right to choose a French or 
Maghzen court, but this provision was omitted from the plan as enacted into 
law. In 1944, as we have just mentioned, the same recommendation was made 
by the Commission on Judicial Reform established by the French Resident 
General. In May, 1945, this right of option was admitted in Tunisia, another 
French North African territory. 

Since 1918, France has made several important judicial reforms in 
Morocco, but the primary problem, that of separating the judiciary from the 
administration in order to further the independence of the courts, has been 
neglected. In the Maghzen courts, especially, the judge is part of the adminis
trative apparatus of the government. This outmoded condition is aggravated 
by certain scandalous practices at the lower judicial levels. Morocco needs, 
also, the kind of corps of professional career judges which France has devel
oped in Tunisia. A reform plan submitted to the Sultan in 1948 proposed 
that the pashas be replaced by trained career judges who would preside over 
courts of first resort and of appeal. The Supreme Sherifian Court, which 
would be independent under this plan, would include a special appellate 
division. These reforms have thus far not been carried out because of the 
Sultan's opposition to them, but even apart from this barrier there would be 
the problem of securing competent judges. The Moroccan School of Ad
ministration would, over a long period, help solve this problem. 
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Another pressing need is for codification. In 1913, a civil and a com
mercial code were promulgated, but they are followed only in the French 
courts. These codes ought to be extended to the Maghzen courts, which now 
lack a code by which laws are made consistent and predictable in application. 
In criminal law the absence of a code is especially felt. Take, for example, 
the misdemeanor of religious defamation, which concerns the Jews. In prac-

. tice a Jew accused of having insulted the religion of Islam finds it impossible 
to exonerate himself and is subject to the arbitrary judgment of the pashas, 
most of whom well know that such accusations are usually fraudulent and are 
made out of personal rancor. It would be desirable to enable a person ac
cused of this misdemeanor to offer his oath and affirm his innocence, and it 
would be fair procedure to punish false accusers. The promulgation and 
application of a penal code is a fundamental requirement of justice for all 
Moroccans, Moslem and Jewish. Such a code has already been prepared 
and, it has been 'indicated, all obstacles to its promulgation have been re
moved. But mere promulgation of the code will be only a step to placate 
public opinion and the code will be ineffective unless adequate machinery is 
set up to enforce it. 

All Moroccans stand to gain by the reform of the judicial system. The 
Jews, who suffer most from the many limitations of the present system, stand 
to gain most. 

6. EDUCATION, CIVIL LIBERTY AND GOVERNMENT 

Under the French Protectorate ideas of liberty quickly spread in Morocco 
despite the fact that in traditional Islam such ideas were not common. While 
the Western concept of liberty is still far from being fully accepted, whatever 
progress there has been in this direction is the result of French influence. 

Education 

Morocco's awareness of its need for modern, compulsory, universal edu
cation indicates the influence of the West. There are many school systems, not 
all of which maintain reasonable Western standards. The European schools, 
open also to Moroccans, educate about 52,000 pupils in kindergartens, pri
mary and secondary schools. Among these pupils are 2,800 Jews and 1,800 
Moslem Moroccans. Until about 1938, Moslems were reluctant to send their 
children to any schools where secular subjects were taught. Education for 
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Moslem Moroccans is given by several types of institution. There are three 
secondary schools which include about 1,000 pupils. Ten special schools for 
the sons of prominent Moslems take care of another 3,000. Nearly sixty urban 
elementary schools have more than 20,000 pupils, while 114 rural schools of 
this level include 15,000. There are nearly 10,000 pupils in attendance at 
twenty trade schools, and about 17,000 girls attend 115 special girls' schools. 
Almost 20,000 pupils are enrolled in about 350 auxiliary schools. The total 
of all pupils in the Moslem schools is about 115,000. 

Technical education at the secondary level was tied to the European 
school system up to 1945, when the Department of Public Education set up a 
special apprenticeship program in the Moslem schools. This type of education 
is now given in the Commercial and Industrial School of Casablanca, the 
commercial and agricultural divisions of the secondary schools and in work
shops attached to the primary schools. 

Primary education for Moroccan Jews is given mainly in the schools 
maintained by the Alliance Israelite Universelle, which opened its first insti
tutions in Morocco in 1863, a half-century before the establishment of the 
French Protectorate there. The Alliance schools were given official standing 
in 1924 in a convention by which France entrusted that organization with the 
education of Moroccan Jews, under the supervision of the Department of 
Public Education. An agreement between the Alliance and the Moroccan gov
ernment set forth the conditions of the latter's approval of the Alliance schools, 
which are defined as those in which a majority of the personnel are recruited, 
paid and administered by the Alliance. The staff of the Alliance is trained in 
Paris at the Jewish Oriental Normal School; "auxiliary" teachers are re
cruited in Morocco. In the Alliance schools pupils receive not only an educa
tion of the Western kind but also daily instruction in the Jewish religion and 
history and the Hebrew language. The Alliance recently opened in Casa
blanca a training school for teachers of Hebrew. 

Along with the public schools, Alliance schools are subject to control 
and inspection by the Department of Public Education, with respect to per
sonnel, program, books, pedagogy and discipline. The Alliance has its own 
representative, approved by the Moroccan government, to the Department. 
This representative, subject to the control of the Alliance Central Committee, 
is authorized to deal with those personnel matters which do not involve the 
French or Moroccan administration, with the teaching of Hebrew, religious 
instruction and school plant and premises. The French government annually 
gives the Alliance a sum of money depending upon the number of pupils in 
Alliance schools and the number of teachers with certain qualifications. 
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Since 1946. the Alliance has received an annual subsidy from the American 
Joint Distribution Committee. 

This year there are about 24,000 pupils in Alliance schools, a great gain 
over earlier years. In 1923, there were 5,863 and 14,822 in 1935. Aside 
from the Alliance schools, about 2,700 Jewish pupils attend a small number 
of French schools for Jews which are operated by the Moroccan Department 
of Public Education. Another 2,000 attend European elementary and high 
schools. 

There are thus about 29,000 Jewish children in Morocco who receive a 
modern education. Despite considerable progress, therefore, much still re
mains to be done. Over 10,000 Jewish children are abandoned to themselves 
in the Mellah, where, in inconceivable poverty, they roam the streets, subject 
to all kinds of diseases and evils. At best, they are gathered in Hebrew schools 
without light and air, and are given a medieval education by poorly qualified 
teachers. Certain communities provide a little better education in the Talmud 
Torah, but this type of school is also below the level of the French public 
schools. This problem becomes more acute from year to year and cries for 
solution. 

At present there is not a single secondary school especially for Jews in 
Morocco; about 900 of them attend European schools. There is certainly 
room for a lycee or college to absorb those Jewish pupils who cannot enter 
the European secondary schools because of lack of space or because they want 
to observe all Jewish holidays. 

For technical education there are fifteen vocational classes only. Re
cently, however, the ORT and the Alliance have cooperated in the opening 
of some trade schools for the youth of the Casablanca Mellah eager to learn a 
vocation in order to save themselves from unemployment. About 1,000 Jewish 
youths are receiving technical education this year. 

Higher education in Morocco is open to all persons on the same basis as 
the secondary schools. Institutions of higher learning include: 1) the Moroc
can Institute of Higher Studies, to which is attached the Center of Juridical 
Studies; 2) the Center of Higher Scientific Studies, which prepares students 
for medical schools and for later study for the master's degree in science; 
3) the Arab Scientific Institute; 4) the School of Laboratory Technicians, 
recently established in Rabat. These institutions, attended mainly by Euro
peans, had 834 students in 1948, among whom were ninety-five Moslems 
and forty-four Jews. This year there are seventy Jewish students in these 
institutions of higher learning. 

It is clear from this review that the main problem for all Moroccans 
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as well as for the Jews is that of primary education. In 1949, the Committee 
on Education of the Council of Government proposed a broad program of 
reform to include: 1) compulsory free education; 2) unification of primary 
education and establishment of a primary school certificate as a prerequisite 
to enrollment in a technical school; 3) increase in the number of rural and 
teacher-training schools; 4) distribution of a credit of fifty million francs to 
the traditional Moslem schools on condition that they modernize according 
to a simple plan; 5) increase in the number of scholarships; 6) development 
of technical education; 7) creation of a University of Morocco and a council 
on education; 8) material and moral aid to students taking higher degrees in 
France. 

Civil Liberty 

Morocco, before the French Protectorate, was a theocracy tempered by 
corruption and, to a lesser degree, by aspirations, common to all Islamic com
munities, toward fraternity and equality. The concept of liberty, although not 
entirely alien to the country, was colored by Islamic theology. In Islamic 
law every Moslem is considered a free man unless shown to be otherwise. 
Slavery was not outlawed, but the slave had a legal status which to some 
degree protected him against his master. Since in Islam liberty is not a 
natural right but a grant by God, the Moslem theoretically remains free only 
so long as he obeys the laws of God. In contact with French culture, these 
Moroccan ideas of liberty were inevitably enlarged as the French, through 
their schools, widened the horizons of successive generations of the Moroccan 
elite groups. 

Several decrees inspired by France have guaranteed certain civil liber
ties to Moroccans, but the Sultan can at will modify or abolish them without 
violating Moroccan public law. Despite piecemeal advances, therefore, 
Morocco still lacks what is essential for the acquisition and maintenance of 
certain rights, that is, a constitution. No genuine advance is possible without 
this basic law. 

Such a basic law would not be incompatible with the Sultan's sover
eignty. In effect, a constitution would require tbat the Sultan voluntarily 
limit his sovereignty and rule that all his laws must be in accord with it or be 
invalid. It is proper here to distinguish between the spiritual and the secular 
realms of his reign. The development of a constitution is not without prece
dent in North Africa. In 1857, the Bey of Tunis granted a constitution estab
lishing complete equality among all his subjects and assuring them certain 
fundamental rights, especially that of property. This constitution was later 
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abrogated, but that does not prove it was incompatible .with the law of the 
Koran. 

Respect for the sovereignty of Morocco has deterred France from formu
lating the country's fundamental public law. France can act only within its 
proper domain in Morocco, which is to direct the country toward a broader 
conception of human rights and to lead it toward greater civil liberty, that is, 
freedom of the press, assembly and association, the rights of labor, and the 
freedom to work as one wishes. Since 1914, France has inspired several de
crees on these matters which have meant great advances in freedom, but civil 
liberty in Morocco is still far from what it is in the West. 

Public Office 

From the time of the Moslem conquest of Morocco in the seventh century 
until only a few years ago a Jew in principle could hold not a single position 
in a government agency. In practice this principle was only slightly miti
gated. When France assumed the Protectorate it did not substantially altar 
this situation. The local administration was Moslem, but it was later divided 
into two parallel systems: a French service, under the control of the Resident 
General, accepting only French citizens; and a Moroccan service, for which 
the Sultan chose only Moslems. Jews could enter only the administration of 
the Jewish communities or the Rabbinical courts. Later, French administra
tive rules permitted Jews to obtain certain types of public employment. 

In 1938, the French Resident General opened a number of posts to all 
Moroccans and, for the purpose of determining the results of the competition 
for them, set forth Moroccan equivalences of French educational levels. But 
these equivalences in certain cases turned out to be purely theoretical and 
illusory, since Moroccan Moslems and Jews who qualified for designated posts 
could not obtain them anyway. It is still not rare for a young man or woman, 
armed with all the required diplomas, to find the doors to employment closed 
on some illogical pretext or other. 

This ruling of 1938 was amended the following year in a way which 
made it even less liberal. First, the entrance of Moroccans into the French 
service now required prior authorization by the Sultan's Grand Vizir. Sec· 
ond, Moroccans could compete only for those posts specifically reserved for 
them, as determined by a commission heade~ by the Grand Vizir. 

Partly in response to local political demands, an administrative com
mission met in 1944 to consider changes in this arrangement. The result was 
a proclamation of equal treatment for all office holders in the same grade 
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and with the same functions. Despite this seeming equality, however, Moroc
can Jews found their position still inferior to that of French citizens. From 
the first, no native Moroccan could, according to the changes made in 1939 
and which are still in force, fill certain posts. In general, few Moroccans ob
tained jobs under these rules, and none was given a high post. 

In addition, a decree issued in 1948 by the Resident General permitted 
certain jobs to be filled not by competitive examinations but by selection on . 
the basis of the candidates' records. While not in itself discriminatory, this 
system worked to the detriment of Jewish candidates. Since 1948, neverthe
less, this situation has steadily improved. 

The promise of the Resident General's decree of 1938 has, however, not 
been fully realized. The only important post a Jew may hold in the French 
administration is that of Inspector of Jewish Education and Institutions. To 
eliminate the unfairness in this situation would seem to be a rather simple 
matter. The French government would merely have to make all appointments 
on the basis of open, competitive examinations. This, of course, would apply 
only to the French administration. As for the Moroccan administrative serv
ice, Jews are absolutely excluded from all levels because of the fundamental 
nature of the Moroccan theocracy. To remedy this situation would require a 
complete change in the essential form of the Moroccan state, something which 
hardly seems possible without a profound change in Moslem thinking. 

Representative Institutions 

Established in 1919 by a decree of the Resident General, the Council of 
Government is the only representative body of the Moroccan people that is in 
contact with the French and native Moroccan administrations. The Council 
takes on a special character by virtue of the nature of the French Protectorate 
and the theocratic form of the Moroccan state. 

While its composition has been considerably enlarged since 1919 to 
represent the various elements of the population, the Council's fundamental 
powers have remained substantially the same. The changes in composition, 
however, have had important consequences for the Jews. Several earlier re
forms did little to improve the Jews' representation, but in 1947 a decision of 
the Resident General, brought about in part through the support of the Alli
ance Israelite Universelle, established that the various "interests" should be 
represented in the Council. This decision facilitated the Council's evolution 
to the status of a political body representative of all the people, not merely 
one based upon occupations. It gives the Morocc!!n Jews six delegates, elected 
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by the members of the Jewish communities (as reorganized by a decree in 
1945) of Casablanca, Fez, Marrakech, Meknes, Oujda and Rabat. For the 
first time, then, Jews were permitted to participate genuinely in the manage
ment of public affairs. 

The Council of Government remains a French governmental body with a 
special economic or occupational character. Its domain is exclusively budget
ary and its powers purely advisory; it is thus not really a representative legis
lature. 

This reform of 1947, despite its shortcomings and its belatedness, is a 
substantial gain for the Jews of Morocco. For the first time it enables them 
to emerge from their isolation and to participate in an essentially French 
political institution. Jewish delegates to the Council of Government, by per
forming their functions capably and with dignity, show clearly that Moroc
can Jews are anxious and ready for greater political responsibility and ad
vancement in the direction of Western culture and civilization. 

7. THE FUTURE OF MOROCCAN JEWRY 

Our discussion of demography, community organization, personal status, 
citizenship and nationality, the judicial system, education, civil liberty and 
public employment has defined the place of the Jews in the life of Morocco. 
Within the Sherifian empire they constitute a fully differentiated religious 
group living in all parts of the land, but especially in the towns. Totallyex
cluded from public life by the theocratic character of Islamic society, which 
has considered them strangers, the Jews have changed considerably since the 
beginning of the French Protectorate in 1912. In several decades they have 
leaped over the centuries which separated the circumscribed life of the Middle 
Ages from the most advanced life of our own day. Today the Jew tends to 
reject ancient dress in favor of modern; he forgets the language of the Mel
lah, a mixture of Hebrew and Arabic, and learns French and modern Hebrew 
instead; he adopts Western ways in place of the Oriental. Starting from an 
incredibly low level, Moroccan Jews have shown a great facility for adapta
tion and especially for applying the habit of learning to modern problems. 
They are rapidly developing scholars, lawyers, doctors, teachers, clerical 
workers, skilled workers and farmers. 

These advances have been the responses to the actual conditions of life, 
and have not been stimulated by legal means. The result is a wide gap be
tween the social situation and status of the Jews, on the one hand, and their 
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legal status, on the other. A further expression of this disequilibrium is the 
continuous migration of Jews from the backward southern regions of Morocco 
to the more advanced northern areas, from the rural districts to the cities, 
and from the cities out of Morocco and into Algeria. This movement reveals 
a strong desire on the part of the Jews to root themselves in Western civiliza
tion. Dissatisfaction with present conditions has many causes. As a Moroccan 
the Jew shares with other Moroccans, of whom he is often the poorest, eco
nomic poverty that is hard to imagine. Further, as a Jew, he carries the bur
den of a difficult past: a visit to the Mellah of Casablanca or Tarroudant re
veals a Dantesque spectacle of inconceivable misery. When he entered the 
Mellah of Marrakech for the first time, Marshal Lyautey, France's first Resi
dent General in Morocco, declared: "It is necessary to raze this entire area." 

In addition to these social evils, there are, of course, the many legal dis
abilities which Moroccan Jews must endure. The Jew, because of his religion, 
is by law excluded from all the functions of government in the Sherifian 
empire. Inferior in every legal aspect, the Jew has no guarantee of justice; 
instead, he is abandoned to the mercy of the judges. 

The French have instituted significant reforms. They have freed the 
Jews from the unlimited arbitrariness which kept them subject to the pleasure 
of their masters. The Jews are now free to dress as they like, to come and go 
freely and to raise their economic status. In principle, at least, they now have 
rights equal to those of the Moslem Moroccans, in contrast to their former 
inferior status as "dhimmis"; the Sultan himself has made many declarations 
of equality among all his subjects, Jewish and Moslem. Several decrees in
spired by France have, since 1918, given legal standing to the Jewish com
munities. In 1947, the Jews finally secured the right to palticipate in public 
affairs and in the Moroccan representative assembly by electing delegates to 
the Council of Government. This reform is of great significance for their 
future. 

Moroccan Jewry feels a strong attraction to Israel. Thousands have emi
grated to the new state, yet it is clear that there will remain, even if this emi
gration continues, a substantial Jewish community in Morocco. For both 
segments of Moroccan Jewry, that which goes to Israel and that which remains, 
economic, cultural, health and political reforms are essential. Those Moroc
can Jews who go to Israel must not become a further burden on the already 
overburdened young state. Those who remain must be enabled to live with 
dignity, in at least a modicum of economic security, as Moroccans, as Jews 
and as human beings in an interconnected world. 
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Summary of Necessary Reforms 
The reforms which are essential to the continued improvement of the 

condition of Moroccan Jews have been discussed in detail in the previous 
sections. Here we may summarize them in two broad categories. 

The first group includes reforms which relate to the Moroccan com
munity as a whole or to Moroccan Jewish relations with the general com
munity. 

1. The most advanced Moroccan Jews should be made eligible for 
French citizenship. We have already shown how this reform can be instituted 
with the approval of the Sultan. 

2. Those Moroccans ineligible for French citizenship should be per
mitted to place themselves under the jurisdiction of the French courts in order 
to escape the anarchy, incompetence and venality of the Maghzen courts. 
Such a development would enable the Moroccan community as a whole to 
advance and would not be incompatible with Moroccans' status as subjects of 
the Sultan, since the French courts render their decisions in the name of the 
Sultan. 

3. Today "human rights" is a byword. The Moroccan authorities must 
understand that these rights should be applicable to Jews too, whose status 
ought to be equal to that of the Moslems in law and in fact. Such equality 
should extend to eligibility for government posts and for participation in of
ficial bodies and councils free of obstacles of a religious nature. Such reforms 
require a profound adjustment in Moslem customs and in the theocratic struc
ture of the Moslem state. 

4. The entire judicial system needs reforms, including the promulgation 
of legal codes and the establishment of an independent and competent ju
diciary. 

The second set of reforms relates to internal Jewish affairs. 
1. We have already discussed the rapid Westernization of the Jews of 

Morocco, especially since 1945. Through a concerted program the French 
government ought to help the Jewish communities to realize their desire to 
escape such backward traditions as still prevail. One of the main tasks here 
is the full emancipation of women and the institution of the reforms of per
sonal status which we outlined in Chapter Three. 

2. The position of the Jewish Community Councils should be strength
ened by granting them, especially, the right to represent Jewish interests in 
dealing with the government authorities. The general and local activities of 
these Councils should be increased in order to facilitate the emancipation 
and Westernization of Moroccan Jewry. 
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3. Under the proper administrative arrangements a government com
mission, including representatives of the major divisions of the Residency, 
should be established at Rabat for the study and settlement of the problems 
of Moroccan Jewry. 

These problems are complex, but they can be solved. Within a brief 
period French influence has led to great achievements. Deserts have become 
fertile. A country which had few external relations has recently discovered 
the vast world outside its own borders. The anarchy of a hostile tribal order 
has given way to civilized national progress. French influence has been even 
more favorable for the Jews of Morocco. Despite these advances, however, 
much remains to be done to overcome negligence and injustice in the legal 
system, social services, housing, education and public health. Since all Moroc
can problems are interrelated, the advancement of Moroccan Jewry's status 
and welfare will inevitably benefit the entire Moroccan community. 

The future of Moroccan Jewry touches upon the broader question of re
lations between Western and Oriental society. Through the concept of human 
rights these two types of civilization can establish a peaceful and mutually 
beneficial equilibrium. The Jews of Morocco, on the margin of the West and 
the Orient, can become the bridge which will join the Moslem society of 
Morocco to the Western society of France. Such a development would show 
that nationalism need not be exclusive and chauvinistic and that distinct civi
lizations can co-exist peacefully, united by a common passion for amity. 
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textes . 

Jei:·. 



• 

coum; D' i..G ..DA. 

2 heurespar eemaine . 

Les _._gadoth se rapportent :.'> la vie des baZ?;eS du Tal mud . 

Premi er Trimeotre . 

Deuxieme Trimestre . 

Trois i eme Trimestre. 

Rabbi Chimhon ben Chattab. 
Hillel. 
Akabia ben Uahalel . 
Tiabban Gaml ie l I . 
Beth Charnrnai et Beth Sillel. 
Rabb an Yohanan ben ~akkai . 
Rabban Gamliel II. 
-qabb i Uie zzr ben ~- orkanos . 

Rabbi Yehouchouah ben Hanani a . 
Rabbi Ta rphon . 
Rabbi ;~kiba . 
Elicha ben .-\bouya. 
"Rabbi rreir Ber ouria . 
Rabbi Chimhon ben Yohai et son fi ls . 
Rabbi Yosae ben Halphta. 
3abbi Chi~~on ben Gamliel. 
~abbi ~uda l e Saint . 

Bar .. ~apara . 
Rabbi Yehochouah ben Levy . 
Rabbi Chimhon ben Hakiach . 
:~abbi .'\lhon . 
Rl?..bbi Zur!'l. . 
Che?Tlouel. 
R'lv Loun1. 
Rav Hisva . 
R;;i,bbab . 
R0b ~ch i. 



2 beures ~ar semaine . 

~renier Tr i ~es tre . Roach hachan~ . Cb~p . I rv. 

Deuxieme fri~estre . -io·;,ch !Lebe n ~. . Ch.J.u . I. I I. III. r t" . 

Troisie~e ~r i mestr~. 

-- -------------- ·---

Ch •:9 • I. et II. 

Dcuxieme Trimestre . Cb~~ . III . et IV . 

Troisieme T~i~estre . Ch::i.7 . V . et VI. 

' 



---- - - - ------ -- - ---------- ---- --~----- - --- --- --- -------------

~remi e r Trimestre . 

., ..J;,u ·.r.:r.:n T " 19;, 

.. nt.. P :i 

• nwp :i 

Trai&i eme ~rime st re . 

n:.n 11 J."? -; 

.11 o r Ei 

• 

• -----------------------



f 

II 

CL A SSE de JI[8me 

l.JUR.rJ:J NORt. ~Ll : Une w .. nnce (elev es de 17 a 13 ans) 
------------------------------------------------
COURb D' HibTOI RID JUI\'~ . 

1 heure ~ar semaine . 

Pre~ier Trimestre . Leb Juifs en -~llemagne ~ - partir de lGOO. 
" Hongrie II ,, ,, Fologne II " 
" B'r anc e " " 
" m gleterre n " 

Deuxieme Trimestre. Decadence de la neriode Judeo - Jspegnole . 
L' exoulsi on des .Ju ifs d ' . ..!!sryagne . 

Truisieme Trimes tre. 

Lea Juifs clano le bas sin reditere.neen . 

Les Juifs en Russie . 
'Rocapi t ulat ion . 



c 

' 

c OU\S :r~ LI TT:a:r'1 . T1;"1E tf3.BR ~I': u:: . 

?~e~ier Tr iMestre . 

Deuxieme Tr i meet r e . 

2 beure~ ~~r sem~ine . 

Acher B~rrAch . o~ vie - son oeuvre . 

Judn Bou:eln . 

H . l~ . 3 i P.lik . 

H. i" . .Bi r.lik . 

n n n 

Textes de son histoire de l~ 
litter~ture . 

8a biogr r.;·)bi e . 
rexte :Ybbouch H~gitzoth 
Ben<:h"l:--1. 

Ye ch l i g~n . 

H~melhonith . 

~e~hore Hachr'..3.r . 

SP v i e - son oeuvre . 
Textes de .~1 ?l"r~chflt Der ..,kh i m. 

Troisieme Tr imcs tre . Reouven Br .-.i nen. Ses etudes sur l ~ Bible . 

Cho i x de poesies . 

Jud" Yr-hri. Choi x de t extes . 



' 

~remier Tr i mes tre . 

Deuxieme Trimest r e . 

1 beure pa r s e~a i n e . 

~orme s verbales Re i fel, n~fal , ttit92el . 
Ver bes r~guliers : ,,, ~ , , po ,, :i ~ , ,~P 

·1 P 1' ,l :::l :;.; 
Ve r bes quieacents : , i:,..:i " , Yv " , ,r ~ , 17.l~ 

• n J 7.l , n J :- , ~ l')U , ~ v n , ., ' l , y , , , ::i ;., ., 

Ve r bes irreguli ers : ,op J, L1l J,l s ", ps ", 1 !l, 
Verbes ~e~ines : .1::ir, ?? n,:i~ o 
Verb es mix t es : . ~n :J , n :J J , n;:, J , ~ J J , ~ Iii .l 

Dec l ina ison des ~ot s du t ype ;::i~i ~ ,1 n1n 
• ~P 7.) , n ::i r 7.) 

l"ot s ge:nines ; ~v , pn , n ::i , m : ,'lo , 1s , ln 
, l i'l r.> ,~l!:>l ,T YO ,ii o , o~ ,1n , ::i!:> ,~l 

Conjuga i s on des verbes ouadri l eters : 
, ")t>D;, ,::i:i·w 1 'l3D 3 1 0 010 ,l~ l~ ,l :Jl::i 

Troisieme Tri~estre~ Declineieon dee nots du tyµe : 
------------------- . ~ ~ ? , n ~t , n ' ~ , n i~ , ~~ n ,~n~ ,,i D ,~,~ 

, no , rm , n J p ,il.l' P , n , o , m~ 1 7.l ,? , n ,1" v 
. nH1~ , ?n~ , .... ~ ,n~ , n1o ::i , n J n T.l , n?~ ... ,non:i 

-----------------------



'· 

COURS "'13 BI 3L:dJ . 

2 beurca ry~r eemrine . 

Premier Trimest r c . Nombres . Cb'"'p :.XXII I . 
De u t er. " 11 XX.I I I. 

Or rcles de Bi l~~m. 
Benediction de !V'"o iee . 
Consec1~tion d 'I s~ie . 
~·lli ~nce d ' .. ch ~z ..-vec 
l ' ~.esyrie . 

Is .,. ie . "" VI . 
Is.,.ie . 1111 VII. 

Deuxieme Tri meE tre . Is:- i e . Ch :;p : XXX.X.. Consol...,tion d' I sr .... _el. 

------------------ 11 1111 XX..X.XI • " 11 

11 11 " .XXXXII. " 11 

II "" LV . II 11 

" IT II LVIII. 11 11 

Tr o i ai eme 'l'r i me st re. 
+-------------------

C OUR' , DE ~."ICHN ~ . 

1 beure p~r semrine . 

? r emier TriMestre . Bets~ . ChF-p : I - II . 

Dcuxieme 'l'r i rnest r e . " Ch~p : II I - IV . 

Troisieme Trimestre . II Cbp,p : V . 



COUR& D~ T-::LLV.D. 

1 beure per semaine . 

Pr emier Trirriestre . Tr ai t es Berakbot . 33 b . 
-----------------

Tii i 11 11 59 . b . 

II II Bava Mitzi a . 28 b . 

Tl " 
1111 42 a . 

Deuxieme Trimestre . Traites Cbabbat . 34 a . 

n " B ave Mi t z i a. 3 O b • 

ti II " ti 3ffi a . 

Trois i eme Tr i mestre . Tr ai tes Guittin . 65 b . 
-------------------

Tl II Ki ddouchim. 3~ a . 

II IT Bava Batbia. 106 b . 

Tl II Bav.<i l:i t zi a. 75 b . 

Textes contenus dans 1 1Antbologie Talmudique : 

• Souguioth Haguemara. 



' 

COU. '8 DZ FIYYOU·.rn.- LITURGI~u~S .J T _,'OL~ORFiU. . .:SiJU ::tI L:; v.&..:"_.:Cq.~. 

- -- - - ------ --- - ----- - - - --- - -- -- -~-------------- - - - - -- - - ------

? remi er Tri me s tre . 

"')euxi e'7le Tr i .,,e~ tre . 

Tro i s i eme 1ri mest re . 

• 'l J i:J? 

.. n1.1p :J 

• n OD ? 

• m:1p :l 

.p r.H D 

• , , ? n n 1 , n , ' -, nx r.> 

1 heure per &emr ine . 

.,)17?.: l.J1 _ il ., 

, ...J ~T-1 -;r:m l'' 1v? 



Clas s e de Peda9091e 

cou;·<S D 1 HI 8TOI "i.cii .rurv.J: . 
3 beuree par semaine . 

Premier Tr i rnes t re . 3dification du Talmud . 

Les Grands c ourants spi ri t uels . 

Les Boferim. 

La grande -ssemblee . 

Les Hassidim. 

Les Tielleni st es . 

J,es Pharisiens . 

Les 'Esseniens . 

Les " . .1.anna1m. 

Les :moraim. 

Deuxieme Tr imes t re . Le Hae s id i s me • 

La Haskala . 

Le bionieme . 

Tr oisi eme Tr imestre . Hi stoire de l ' J.lliance Israe lit e Univers ell e . 



.. 

• 

~remier T~i~estre . 

Deuxieme Trimestre . 

1 beure ·1a.r semaine . 

~or~es prono~inale de tous les groupes de verb~s 
Conjugaison du verbe l~:-J avec complements 
suffixes a tous lea tem·.)s au .:al. 
Crthogra~h~ ~ ( ~1 >"'~, 01Jo) ,,~on, ,9oon 

If 
,.,~o ,,) ... ,~n ;n ,n" •, • 

Conjugaison des ver~es ouadrilitere~ et 
~uinquiliteres avec etude eti mo logi~ue de 
chacun d 1 eux. 
l.Jeclinais on des mots ni 1lt\ , n~ sin6ulier, 
pluriel , masculin,fem~inin • 
Orthoi;ra·1he : .. ,;,n •n,n"' ' l 

Troisieme ?rimestre . Verbes divisee ( c"'Y ~Fon n, r~ 

------------------- Declinaison des mots de ty~es : 
.n~ s~ .,nJn ~ ,n,~~ , ~"'n , n "' ~ 

~ormes verbales rares. . >P~~ ,>»1n,>~~nJ 
Orthographe : w~ ol >o) np"' 1 ~~0 ,n1~,n 



• 

C OURS :U:J} 13I :BLJ . 

3 heures par semaine . 

?rerier Trirnestre . ?saumes . 8 . l? . 24 . ~0 . 104 . 

Is ai e. i a 11. 

"" 31. 36 . 37 . 

'Deuxieme Trimestre . Psaumes . 114 . 122 . 126 . 138 . 137 . 

Isaie. 4C • 4C'I • 50 . 5 1. 

II II 54 a. 58, 

Troisieme Trimeetre . ~stber . 

Ruth , 

Jonas . 

c oms DE RAS CHI . 

-~~--~--------------

Ses cormnentaires sur le livre des Nombres . 

? r emier Trimestre . Cba'1'): 1. II. III. 

~cuxieme Trimestre . "n IV. XX.II. 

Troisieme Trimestre . " Ii XXIII . XX.IV . 



• 

2 heures par se rr.aine . 

Premier rrimestre . Bc-.ba .. ~ama . Chal? : II I. 
If II VI ' x. ------------------ a 

j)eu=::i eme Trimestre . Ch .:-..bb~t . Cbap : I ' a v. 
------------------
Tro isiel"Je Trimestre . Ch abbe,t . Ch~p : v ? ·v 

A o 

-------------------

COURS DE T :LiUD . 

5 henres par semaine . 

Premier Trimestre . Pnge s II c: VI b . 

Deuxieme Trimestre . Tr c> it e 3t:iv <> ;camFt . ?ages J...XV I I r. a XXXIb . 

Tr0isieme Tri!T)estre . Tr '."it6 Eull in . ?~gee I Ia l VIb . 



? r emier Trimestr~ . 

Deuxi eme Trim.estr€. 

Troisieme Tr i mestr · 

2 heures Par sem$ ine . 

Israel et les autres nations 

Le nays d ' Israel . 

Je langage !Iebra ique . 

L ' exil. 

La Thora.. 

La sagess e,le ?roph etis~e et le poesie . 

I1e Chabbat , les j ours fer i ea , les jeunes . 

Dieu . Les r apports entre le Divin et 
l 'humain. 

Le bien et le mal . 

I.'homme et les besoins . 

Le Foyer . 

La societe. 

1.es quali t es humeines . 

L 'Univers . 

La susnicion. 

La medecine . 

j?roverbes et uarabolea . 



JJ.~X:DS DU T ·~LILJD . 

2 beures par sema ine . 
--------------------

COUf~;',; DE 1: rcmc THOR ·~ . 

?r e~ier Trimestre . Le Re t our ~ Dieu . CbaD :V E X. 

COUTs D:C LI7i.L?GI3. 

:)eu;~ieme Trimestre. Le Rituel. bes ori5ines . Gon elaborat ion a 
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- --- travers les siecles . 

COUR~ D~ YOR~ DE t . 

Troisieme Trimestre . 

Le Chema . 
Les 18 be~edictions . 
Lekha Dodi. 
La Amid a de la ve ille de Cbabbat . 
Birkat Ha~mazone . 
Ji"ou ss af de 'Roch Hachana . 

L ' a bat age rituel Cha) : XVII a .X.XVIII 
inclus . 

Lee 12 metbodes d' interpret at ion de 

Rabbi Ismael . 



.. 

•. 

CCURS D~ TH.30LOGI3 .JUIV~ . 

2 heures par semQine . 

Le Couz8ri de Juda Hallevi . 

Texte a:_:>ologetique du Judaisme . 

!.:t.~imanide . Libre arbi tre et determinisme oans le co&e Yc.~d 

Hehez2ka. Lois du Retour ~ Dieu. 

z heures~ar se~cinc . 

;remier Tri~estre . Chaix de po~~es de H. N. Bi£lik . 

Deuxieme Trimestre . S?cre et r,>rafane de Jhad Haam. 

lSoise " 
?asst: et ,venir " 11 

Troisie~e Trimestre . Le raman moderne . Agnon son oeuvre . 

D . Simon ovi t z. I.a stele . 

COURb D.& ?BD.JGOGI~ H..;;:a~, ~rr~UE . 

-------------~---------------a heureapnr semaine . 

~Pnuel du ?rofes seur s . D. Goitein . 

Pr ofesseur ~ l 'Un ivers i t~ Hebrai0ue de J~ rusalem. 

( Tel Aviv i o45 ) 

I,es notions de ~edagogie d.('>nS le T~lmud et ses ~ni1exes . 



--------------------------------~-- - ------- ----- -------------

1 heure .:;>2r s em< ine. 

~remi er Trtmestre . 

".J?u -.rr.n , .,. l'J) 

-)euxie;rie 1'rimeetre . 

.m. p :II 

• n OD~ 
l 

Troisieme ~riMestre . 

• n;wp ::i 

.pot !> 

• " 1 !:> n n, 1 n., ' , n~ r.l 



CL A SSE de F me 

1.JUR:'J:J NORI: ~w : Une N .. nnoe ( e l t V e~; de 1( d. 1 3 ans) 

COURo D ' HI8TOIRBJ JUI1J.iJ . 

1 heure ?ar semai ne . 

~rerni er Trimestre . Les J uifs en -~11 emagn e c. partir de 1~00 . 
II Hongrie ll " • Pologne " 11 

11 France " " 
" m gleterre " " 

Deuxieme Trimestre. Decadence de l a -:1eri ode Judeo - ]s psgn ole . 
L 1 eXl)ulsi:m des J·uifs a 1 ::i:e')agne . 

Truisie me Tr i meatre . 

Les Ju ifs ~ans le base in l"edi tereneen . 

Les Juifs en Russie . 
'Rocapi t ulat ion . 



• 

COU'18 Dli: LITTE·1 .TtT'1E H~:BR ~I' 1 UJ . 

?re~ier Tri Mestre . 

Deuxieme Trimestre . 

2 be ure& D"r sem~ine . 

Acher B~rr Ach . S~ vie - son oeuvre . 

Jud.q Bou:elR. 

H. l~ . 3 i P..lik . 

H. :~ . i3i :-- lik . 

l1 " " 

Textes de son bistoire de ln 
li tterr-ture . 

S::- biogr :. )hie . 
'l'exte :Ybboucb H~gi tzoth 
Ben...,h..,1::-1. 

Yecb li g~n . 

Hc:melhonitb . 

Sp vie - son oeuvre . 
Text es de . .-1 :i? "r~ch ri t Der ...,kh i m. 

Troisieme Trimcstre . Reouven Br~inen . Ses etudes sur 1..., Bible . 

Jud"'.. -:...,rni . Cboix de poesies . 

Jud" Y:--hri. Choix de textes . 



" 

~remier Tr i mestre . 

Deuxieme Tri mest r e. 

Troisieme Tr i ~eatre . 

1 heure par se8a i ne . 

~ormes verbalea Heifel, riofal , Hitpeel . 
Verbes rGguliers : , l, j , 1 pD ,1:::i ~ ,, wP 

•l P f ,1D iii 
iierbes qui escents : , ti:l " , '("9 " , , r ~ , 1 0~ 

« ".J 7:) I if J :. J ~ I'.) (;) I !( V n I , 1 l I l? i "I I :J ;;_. "I 

Verbes irreguliers : . op J, Ul J,l :i ",p::;",1:1' 
Verbes ~eooines: . 1 :::ir, ?? n,~~o 
Verbes mixtes : . tn :1 , n:::i .J ,n~ .J ,~ :> 3 ,~ o l 

~eclinaison des ~ots du type ;:::i"l K ,1 n1n 
• ?pr.> , n :it n 

h:ots ge'ilines ; ?j) , pr1 , n :l ,mj ,")o , , s ,.l n 
, l,'lr.> , ?.t?.l , nn) ,1 .n) , c~ ,Jn ,:::i ~ , !:).t 

Conjugaison des verbes ouadrileters : 
, 10Di:l ,:J:J, j) ,"prn:::i , o o,!l , .t?.t ? ,.t :.:l:::: 

Declinaieon dee mots du ty~e : 
,!::> " !::> , n"r , n " :J , ni. , "~n , " n? ,, ,D ,"i l 
, no ,mj , n.:i p ,n J 'l p ,ni o ,n~ 1 r.> , ?"n ,i' l> 

. n1n~ ,? n~ ,"'I~ ,n~ , n"'o:J ,nJ nr.> ,n? ~l.. ,n r.> n:::i 

--~--------------------



COURS ""1.'J Br:ar.::J] . 

2 heures ~~r eemr i ne . 

?remier Trimest r e . N~mbres .Ch~p :XXII I . 
Deuter. 11

" XXIII. 
or~cles de Bil~~m. 
3enediction cie l{oise . 
C~nsecr~tion d 'Is~i e . 
~J.ll i c.nce d ' •. ch...,z r-vec 
l ' .. ssyrie . 

Is ""i e • '"' VI-. 
Is-=1ie . "" VII. 

Deuxieme Tri mes t re • I s r i e. Cbn:o :XXXX. Consolption d ' Isr -::.e l . 
------------------ 11 1111 X.lUGG . II " 

" 1111 XXXXII. " 11 

" "" LV. ti " 
" IT II LVIII. " " 

Tr oiaieme 'l'ri mea tre . JO}Tbf> . 

+-------------------

COUR', DE ?/ICh"'1Tt . 

1 heure p~r eemrine . 

?remier Trimeetre . Beta.::> , Ch1=>p : I - ~I. 

Dc uxi eme Tri mestre . Chr.p: III - IV . 

Troi sieme Trimestre. ti Chpp : V . 



• 

• 

COUR& D.::!l T.,. ~Li.JJD . 

1 beure par semaine . 

Pr erni er Tri Mestre . Trai tes Berakbot . 33 b . 

----------------- II I! II Tl 50. . b . 

fl fl Bava Hitzia . 28 b . 

If If " fl 42 a . 

Deuxieme Trimeetre . Trai tes Chabbat . 34 a . 

ti ff Bava Mitzia . 30 b . , 

If ti f rff 3:fl a . 

Troisieme Trimes t r e . Tr ai t es Guittin . 65 b . 

------------------- II II Il:i dd ouch im. 38 a . 

11" Bava Be.thie .• 106 b . 

II II BaV!'l l:i tzia . 75 b . 

Textes contenus dans 1 1Antbologie Talmudique : 

S~uguioth Haguemara. 

------------------------------------



• 

CCU B D3 FIYYOUfil.- LITURGI':, t.1...£& _,}.' _ OL:LORH~1.J...:!:>:JU ...:U1'..i.i l.).r::.i.i: ••• ~ ... :..v . 
-- - - - - --- - - -- ------- - - --- - --- - - -~- -------- - -- - -- -------------

~remier TriTestre . 

.. n t.tp :i 

• n O!l ~ 

• n;:.;,p ::i 

Tra i sieme ~riMestre . 

I J ~ 'T9 rn 1 ., 

• " 1 !::> n il'i 1 rt" ', n~ ~ 

• 



Clas se de 

COU 18 D 1 HISTOI'=Z~ .ruTv~ . 
3 heures par semaine . 

Premier Trimestre . 3d ifi cation du Talmud . 

Les Grands courants spiritue ls . 

Les Bof eri m. 

La grand e r,ssemblee . 

Les Hass idim. 

Les :1ellenistes . 

Le5 Saducceens . 

Les Ph8risiens • 

Les 
.,.., , . 
·~ssen1ens . 

Le Christiarisme . 

I.es ':i.'unnai m. 

Lee .mor aim. 

Deuxierne Trimes tre . Le H af:' s id i s me • 

La Ha~kal a . 

Le oioniEme . 

, 

l roisieme Trimestre . :u stoi re de 1 1 -~lliance Israelit e Universelle . 



• 

' 

~remier Trimestre . 

1 beure ·:)ar semaine . 

7ormes prono~inale de tous les groupes de 
Conjugais::rn du v erbe 10~ avec complements 
suffixes a t ous lea tem:)S au .1..al . 
Ortbogra~h~ ~ ( ~1 ? ~ ~ , c ~ Jo ) ii ~on i , Doon 

v-srbes 

• 

1 1Jl l) ']01 "' ?~ , r.ltz; : 

Deuxieme Trimestre . 

11 

( 1a oop1 , .. ~D ,, ) .... ,;, n n, i n" , , 

Conjugaison des verues ouadriliterea et 
quinquiliteres avec etude etimologi~ue de 
chacun d 1 eux . . . 

~eclinaison des ~ots n1~H , n~singulier, 
pluriel,masculin , fem~inin • 
Ortbogr £nhe : 

Troisieme Tri~estre. Verbes divises ( o"'P CpDn ni r ~ 
-- ---- - - - ----- ----- Declinaison des mots dee ty~es : 

.n~ g~_, nJ nn,n,~~ ,c "' n , n ~J 

Formes verbales rares, . >PD~ ,>, 1D, >PEnJ 
Orthograpbe: ~~ c l >u) np ~, DKD ,n1w, n 



C OURS :Ji: 3I3LJ . 

3 heures par semaine . 

Premier Trimestre . Psaumes . 8 . l~ . 24 . 90 , 104 . 

Isaie. 1 a. 11. 

II II 31. 36. 37 . 

)euxieme Trinestre . Psaumes . 114 . 122 . 126.138 . 137 . 

Is a.i e . 

II II 

Troisieme Trimestre . 3sther . 

Ruth . 

Jonas . 

COURS DE R~iSCHI . 

40 . 4Cl . 50 . 51. 

54 a. 58 . 

2 heures par semaine . 

Ses cormnentaires sur le livre des Nombr es . 

? r emier Trimestre . 

~euxieme Trimestre . 

Troisieme Trimestre . 

Cha~ : 1. II . I II . 

"" 
ti fl 

IV • .X.XII. 

XXI I I. .XXIV • 



2 heures par se~aine . 

Premier Trimestre . Be.ba J.~ama . Chap: III. 
"" VI a X. 

Deuxieme Trirnestre . Ch2-bb at. Chap: I a V . 

Troisie~e Tri mestre . ChabbCl.t . Ch RP : V ? X. 

COURS DE T :LilJD. 

5 heures par semaine . 

Premier Trimestre. Trait e Hagu i ge.,. Pages II 8. VIb . 

Deuxieme Trimestre • Trait e 3av ~ :iCamFi . Pages XXVII~ a XXX.Ib . .. 

Troisieme Trimestre . Tr~it e Hullin. Pages IIa a VIb . 



• 
l 

""'r..,mier Trimestre . 

r 
~euxiene Tri~estre . 

Troisieme Trimestre . 

.. 
:r 

2 heures nar se~eine . 

Israel et les autres nations 

Le nays d ' Israel . 

J e langage 3Iebrai oue . 

L ' exil. 

I.'epoque l·~essianique . 

La Thora.. 

La s~gesse,le ?ropb8tis~e et la poesie . 

Le Cbabbat ,lea jours feries ,les .jeunes . 

Dieu . Les raonorts entre le Divin et 
l ' humain . .. -

Le bien et le mal . 

L'homme et les besoins . 

Le Foyer . 

La societe . 

Les qualites humaines . 

L 1 Univers . 

La susnicion . 

La :-1Jedecine . 

Proverbes et naraboles . 



-... 
• 

• .. 
• 

J~-m:'JX3S DU T ~LilJD . 

2 beures par semaine . 

com:j DE l.'Icmr..:; THOR ~ . 

?re~ier Trimestre . Le Retour ~ Di eu . Cba~ :V f X. 

COUJ1~) DD LI'i'UJ GI:-ill . 

Deuxieme Trimestre . Le Ritual . bes origines . Son elaboration a 
---··-- -- - -- - ------ travers lea siecles . 

' 
COUR<? DE YOR'J DK~. 

Troisieme Trimest r e . 

Le Cbema. 
Les 18 benedictions . 
Lekha Dodi . 
La Amida de la veille de Cbabbat . 
Birkat Hammazone . 
Voussaf de 'qocb Hacbana. 

L ' ~batage rituel Chay : XVI I a XX.VIII 
inclus . 

Les 13 metbodes d 1 int erpr~tation de 

Rabbi I smael • 



-• 
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r 

.. 

• . 
4' 

• 

CCURS D~ TH30~0GI~ JUIV~ . 

2 heures par se~~ine • 

Le Couzeri de Juda Hallevi . 

Texte apologetique du Jud?isme . 

::ai monid e. Libre ar bi tre et de termini sme dans le code Ye:~d 

H;:ihazaka. Lois du Retour a Dieu . 

COU'i~ n·J LITTER ~TU ~z EJB1 'I'"lfJ . 

2heura:i •:>ar semrine . 

~remier Tri~estre . Choi x de po~mes de H. N. Bi~lik . 

Deuxieme Tr i~estre . SRcre et profane de ,,~had Haam. 

t:oise Tl 

?asse et wenir II II 

Troisieme Trimest r e . Le roman moderne . Agnon son oeuvre . 

D . Simonovitz. La st ele . 

COURb D~ ?~Di-GOGI~ H~B~ ,I0vUE . 
-----------------------------2 heures pnr semaine . 

K:e.,nuel du ? r of es seur s . D. Go i te in • 

Professeur ~ l 'Universit d Hebr a ioue de Jer us alem. 

( Tel Aviv 1045 ) 

Les notions de "'' edago gi e dans le Ta lmud et eee annexes . 



• 
; 

cou 8 D3 :t:IYYOUir:.- LITURGir:,u~S . ..;T -:OLi~ORIQ,u..;;;s:uu HI1'~ 0.di.Lf-~3 • ..LJ • ... 
--------------------------------~--------- ---- -- - ------------

1 heure p~r semrine . 

~re~ier Trimestre . 

"' .31:?7.:i 1....11 . iP 

~euxie~e Tr i meetre . 

• n o ::i~ 

• • il::t p ::i 

Tro i sieme rrimestre . 

• ~ 1 ? n n, 'l n., ' , nx r.> 

• 

• 




